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PRISON CLOSING:
The state announced
the Lima Correctional
Institution will close
later this year;
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Employee
serves U.
for 53 years
By Kimberty Dupps
PUISE EDIIOR

One of the University's
longest-serving employees died
Monday night in his residence.
Charles L Codding, 77, had
worked at the University in the
facilities services since 1949. He
was currently employed as
director of utilities in facilities
services. According to Bryan
Benner, associate vice president
for administration, he continued to work at the University
until he was admitted to the
hospital several weeks ago.
Codding made a lasting
impact on the University during
his 53-ycar
tenure. He
was responsible for saving
the
University
hundreds of
thousands of
dollars by
managing Codding
energy use in
the 1970s, when the United
States was experiencing an
energy crisis.
In 1975, a "new" IBM System
7 computer was used to program to allow the electricity to
reach a peak for only 15 minutes per day. The system
allowed energy to be saved
when its use would not benefit
anyone.
Benner said Codding's system brought the University
attention from across the
Midwest and he was considered an "innovator" in the field.
Benner, who worked with
Codding for the past 12 years,
said Codding's work on the
electricity shortage reflected his
personality. Whenever there
was a problem in facilities services, Codding would ask what
could be done to solve it. "He
never procrastinated a day in
his life," Benner said.
Codding first came to the
University in 1943 to as a student in the Navy's V-12 program. He served in World War II
and did not intend to return to
the University. However, he
graduated in 1948 receiving a
bacheolor's degree in physical
science and education, as well
as his leaching certificate
Upon graduation. Codding
accepted a position in facilities
management as an electrician.
Benner said Codding made a
decision early in his career to
move into administration,
including positions of director
of energy management and
C0D0IN6, PAGE 2

Foot locker closes its doors
By lo Ann Schultz
REPORTER

Footlocker closes but woodland mall is still okay
Hmpty shelves, a manager, and
one sales associate sporting the
refcrce-like polo shirt were the
only ones that stirred in the the
Woodland Mall's Footlocker. The
athletic store saw its last business
day on Tuesday. After their lease
was up, and due to lack of business, they decided not to renew
it.
When asked for the details of
the stores closing, all the associate said was, "We're not allowed

to say nothin'. Do we have to play
chirades?" as she laughed and
gestured to the emptiness of the
store.
According to Beth Genson, the
mall manager, they were experiencing too much competition
from Famous Footwear. But
according to a Famous Footwear
associate, the two shoe stores
complimented each other.
"We took business from them,
they took business from us,"
Genson said.
There is negotiation going on
to determine what will replace
Footlocker, but what the new

store will be and when it will
open, remains undisclosed.
Genson is not aware if any
other stores are in trouble, but
when asked if the closing of
Footlocker was an indication
that the Woodland Mall was in
trouble, her response was a flabbergasted, "Absolutely not!"
After I.C. Penney closed last
summer, it seems to be becoming a trend that the mall's stores
are shutting down, but despite
what looks to be lack of stores
and vacant lots in the mall, it is
still considered 91%filled storewise per square footage.

lilair Huber, a senior at
Bowling Green High School,
working the customer service
Stand in the middle of the mall
said the Woodland Mall doesn't
get very busy and die holidays
are the busiest tune • >t the yen.
Since the holidays are over,
I lulier. feels tile cinema. X c ape
and Professor linkers are the big
attractions al ihe mall.
Adrian Mattson, senior, says
that the mall Is not as nice as others but is willing to make due.
"It's all we have. It's something
us students at BG have to .leal
with unless we feel like making a

twenty-five minute ride to
Toledo We don't have much of a
choice. We go there or drive thirty minutes up to Toledo and we
c ani exactly dictate what kind "I
simps they an' going In have
inside." MattSOn -aid
Aside from X-cape and
Professoi [Inkers, Cinema 5 and
Waklenlmoks an- Other populai
locales among students,
"1 see movies. Personally I like
the theater and the book store, I
like to read hooks I hey need
more clothing storcs....hipper
clothing notes, Mattson sakl

ALTERNATIVE LIFESTYLES SECOND IN A TWO I'AHT SERIES

Goth Night: a
weekly ritual
By Jo Arm Schultz and Scott Hiles
REPORTERS

As you walk up the stairs you
can already feel your heart jumping to the beat of the music. One
of the first things you notice
when you reach the top is the
people, and how differently they
are dressed, from any other night
in downtown Bowling Green.
There arc some people
dressed in red, others in white
but al] black seems to be the pick
of the night. Some wear leather,
and others opt for vinyl. There
are a good number of people
who sport spiked dog chokers,
bracelets and various piercings,
such as numerous earrings, on
places such as their eyebrow, lip,
or septum. Hey, some even come
in colored wigs.
Welcome to the night at the
Roxbury? Wrong! This is the
atmosphere every Wednesdays
at Uptown—Industrial Gothic
Underground Nights. This is the
place where people from all
around the area who share a
common interest in the Goth
scene can come together, mingle
and enjoy each others company.
The founder of l.G.U.N at
Uptown is no other than the one
who
calls
himself the
"Gothfather." Founded in April
1999, the "Gothfather" also
known as Mike Vatan, created
Industrial Gothic Underground
Nights, more commonly known
as Goth Nights, not only because
he himself is interested in this
often stereotyped pop culture,
but he created it as a way to bring
all those who were interested in

Goth to be able to have a place
and hang out at least once a
week.
"It allowed all the outcasts and
unwanteds of society to get
together for a night and not to be
ostracized for who they are,"
Vatan said.
By word of mouth, the clientele of Goth Nights has grown
tremendously from the time
Vatan started it four years ago.
People who attend the specialty
night include students and graduates alike, all of whom are
searching for a place to be themselves.
"It really shows how people
can express who they are and not
fear what it would normally
hide." Vatan said.
David Storie, a 2002 University
graduate said, "Basically, this is
one place where you can be
yourself, do things you can be
free and the things that make you
an outcast help you lit in!"
The many stereotypes that
come out of the Goth world is
that it is some kind of satanical
cult or the followers are evil drug
addicts and outcasts of society
and they worship the devil. But
the truth is, Goth doesn't necessarily imply you are a dark person. Some find the this crowd to
be more pleasant than most others and they have discovered
Goth Nights to be a place where
they can relate with one another
and feel right at home.
"The people are friendly, they
haven't got a lot of attitude. I
started doing it all the way back
from junior high Goths aren't

Scott NlleiBGNms
INDIVIDUALITY: DJ Darkschoir" a.k.a. Ralph, one of Goth Night's three ghoulish disc jockeys, takes
a break from spinning last Wednesday at Uptown.

angry suicidal dnig abusers, one
of the nicest groups of people
around," Storie said.
"Tiger" Echler, sophomore,
said, "People here are usually
nicer than everyone else. lust
because you wear black you are
not a dark person."
Ashlev Whetsel, a University

student, said she goes to Goth
Night because it is "A nice way to
hang and mingle with friends
after a long week," who also
describes herself as "very chipper."
What exactly is the concept of
Goth? Storie says, "It's gotten so
diverse, it's no longer one

homogenous idea" Goth used to
be a sub-classification of punk.
In the early to mid-80s, it
emerged in a sub-culture of its
own, complete with its own
music and fashion. The typical
attire for the Goth look is mostly
GOTH NIGHT. PAGE 2

Seniors and alumni in competition
By Steve Giejerich
IHE ASSOCIATE D PRESS

BobCtilMAPPtiotcJOB SEARCH: Patricia Deloy, the director of career services at
Central Connecticut State University in New Britain, Conn., talks
with student Sheryl Singh, right, about job opportunities yesterday.

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com

NEW BRITAIN, Conn. —
College seniors are finding some
unexpected company this
semester as they visit their
schools' career services offices —
from alumni who also want help
landing a job in a slow economy.
"Not a day goes by that I don't
have an alum on my calendar,"
said Patricia Deloy. the director of
career services at Central
Connecticut State University.
She's not alone.
Rutgers, the State University of
New Jersey, responded to the
influx of alumni by establishing
an online career networking pro-

IHURSDAY

gram especially for the school's
graduates.
At
the
University of
Pennsylvania, alumni account for
15 percent of the clients seeking
career counseling up from the 10
percent who used the service
when the economy was strong.
Perm's career service director,
Patricia Rose, said most of the
alumni she sees have graduated
within the past five years.
While Deloy said some of the
alumni coming to her office left
Central Connecticut as long as 25
years ago, the majority — like
keryn Walczewski — attended
more recently.

FRIDAY

Mosdy
Sunny

High: 26"
Low: 15"
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Walczewski graduated last May
and went to work as an intern for
ihe state of Connecticut's education department.
After her position as a computer specialist turned into a fulltime job. Walczewski in quick
order bought a new car, got
engaged and started making
plans to set aside money to buy a
house. Then, on the same
December day she received her
first paycheck as a full-time
employee, Walczewski learned
she had been laid off.
"I didn't think I'd be back here
so fast," she said, sitting in May's
office.

SATURDAY

Snow
Showers

High: 33"
Low: 22"

FOR All THE NEWS VISIT WWW.BGNEWS.COM

&

With the National Association
of Colleges and Employers forecasting a 3.6 percent decline in
hiring out of colleges this spring,
Deloy fears many in the class of
2003 will share Walczewski's
dilemma
The Collegiate Employment
Research Institute at Michigan
State University projects that students entering the fields of construction, retail, transportation
(excluding airlines) and food and
lodging will fare the best, lobs in
the financial service, wholesaling,
finance and government sectors
are expected to decline this year,
the institute said.

SUNDAY

Partly
Cloudy

High: 35"
Low: 24"

Showers

"."."»

High:43"
Low: 31"
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Misconceptions of award explained
By Kara Hul
CAMPUS NEKS EDITOR

For more than 15 years, graduate student research has been
paying off.
The Charles E Shanklin Award
for Research Excellence, sponsored by Graduate Student
Senate (GSS), annually rewards
six graduate students during a
May graduate awards ceremony.
The focus this year for GSS is to
dispel any myths about the
nature of the Shanklin awards.
'We really want to get the word
out this year that wherever you
have put in some time, then go
ahead and submit," Brigitte Wex.
GSS honors and awards coordinator, said. "Sometimes there's
this misconception that the
Charles K. Shanklin means competing with biology even though
they submit a paper in english,
and that's just not the case."
According to Wex. submissions
are placed in one of three categories and only judged in comparison with other papers in that
category.

"Research is not only the hard
sciences," Wex said. "Research in
the Shanklin awards can really be
in the form of a paper you did for
a class or a project in any major."
Though the award aims to
require little extra work on the
part of the student, research must
be a part of submissions.
"One of the snags that arose for
some people is that they wrote
interesting papers, but they
weren't
research
based,"
Maureen Wilson, assistant professor in college student personnel and judge for last year's competition, said. "As 1 understand
the requirements, it's a research
competition, not a writing competition. 1 think people need to
look at that real carefully as they
are doing submissions."
Founded by University alumni
and Board of Trustees member
Charles F.. Shanklin, the award is
a plus to any graduate student
vita.
"It's a really big honor in terms
of looking at the broader picture
of the whole community," Wex

"It's a very prestigious award and a really
big honor that you carry not only for yourself, but for your department."
BRIGITTE WEX. GSS HONORS AND AWARDS COORDINATOR

said. "It's a very prestigious award
and a really big honor that you
cany not only for yourself as a
person, but for your department."
Though other awards exist for
graduate students including the
Administrative/
Research
Assistant Award and various
departmental awards, the
Shanklin is in a category of its
own.
"You're competing with a very
diverse group," Wex said. "Even if
you're just in one of the divisions,
there arc still so many graduate
students you're competing with
in so many different majors. It's
really a different kind of evaluation of your paper."
The difference lies in the oral
presentation that all finalists

Gothic underground
is weekly at Uptown
GOTH NIGHT, FROM PAGE I
black, spikes, vinyl, leather, or
red.

"It depends on who you are,"
Storie said.
Some will devote their lives to
Goth but others find Goth as an
outlet or a way to find something
different to do from their everyday lives. Melissa Schank, of
Fremont, is a social worker by
day and goes Goth at night.
"I've always liked the
music...it's something different," Schank said, exhibiting
platinum blonde hair with black
knee-high platform boots and
vinyl attire. "I'm a social worker,

but I enjoy Goth. You can lie normal but still enjoy the music"
Shawn Kreagerof Port Clinton
who discovered Goth Nights
about five months ago said. "I
only dress Goth Wednesday
nights. 1 love the music. That's
what brings me here. It's fun to
dance to."
The music seems to be a reason that many people enjoy
Goth Nights. Take it from DJ
Darks Choir, also known as
"Ralph," a regular D) on Goth
Nights, who made a transition
from heavy metal to Goth about
eight years ago.
"Heavy metal is more like rock
and roll. Goth is more darker yet

danceable."
Darks Choir
believes Goth is "the darker side
but it's also beautiful," was fashioning blue hair, black and white
striped stockings and a matching mask, which all made him
stick out on the dance floor
where he was bustin' moves to
the heavily based music.
For more information on
Industrial Gothic Underground
Nights,
visit
WWW.IGUNBG.COM. Whether
you are into the Goth scene or
just want to experience somethingdifferent from yournormal
day, Goth Nights at Uptown
might be just what you are looking for. Kreager says, "It's an awesome club to come too!"

must give to judges and audience
membeis before the final decisions.
This requirement is really more
of a learning opportunity, according to Wex
"It gives students the opportunity to enter a competition which
addresses a broad audience," Wex
said. "It's really an opportunity
students have to get some communication skills with a bigger
audience."
According to Sara Goldstein,
graduate student in the department of psychology and Shanklin
finalist the past two years, the oral
presentation has value.
"I enjoyed my experience of
appearing before the judges to
personally present my work." she
said. "It was a good learning expe-

rience and also a good way to way, that good writing is good
share my work with others who writing no matter the field."
may not have read the paper that
Uouser agrees with his former
was submitted."
judging partner.
As it turns out, judges also
"Sometimes form can overleant from their participation in ride content," he said. "It was easy
the Shanklin awards
for me to sift through the papers
"Reading something outside of using simply my understanding
sociology was a nice change of of the necessary components of a
pace," Jeffrey Houscr. assistant well structured argument."
professor in the department of
Challenging graduate stusociology and judge for last year's dents, awards like the Shanklin
competition, said. "Finding out are here to stay.
what other departments special"Anything that pushes students
ize in was also very enlightening." toward excellence is bound to be
One of the built-in advantages beneficial in their development
of the award is that despite where as scholars," Houser said.
any judge's specialty lies, it proves "Competitions like the Shanklin
to be fairly easy to weed out do just that."
weaker papers.
Editor's Nole: Application forms
"When I showed up at the for the Shanklin Award are availmeeting with the other two able in the CSS office located in
judges, I had flagged four papers room 402 of the Bowenthat were really pretty strong and Tlwmpson Student Union, or on
it was completely consistent with the Web at www.bgsu.edu/stuwhat the other two (judges) had dentlifelorganimtionslgsslhome.h
done," Wilson said. "We were tin
from other areas and different
Vie deadline for submission of
backgrounds, and I think that papers is 2 p. in. Friday. Feb. 28.
that was confirming, in a good

Univeristy remembers long
time director of utilities
CODDING. FROM PAGE 1

maintenance director.
His career also included stints
as a physics teacher at the
University and at the U.S. Naval
Academy Prepatory School in
Bainbridge, Md. during the
Korean Conflict in the 1950s.
Codding kept some of his
WWII memorabilia and turned
it into a business, according to
Benner. He ran a search light
business and would rent WWII
search lights, which were used
during the Student Union's
grand opening in lanuary 2001.
Benner said Codding showed
a lot of interest when the BowenThompson Student Union
opened. When Codding first
came to the University in the
1940s, the Union was log cabin-

esque. Codding also saw the
other Union open in the 1950s
and remembered a major fire
that occurred prior to its opening.
"(Chuck) always had an interesting story to tell since he had
been at the University for so
long." Benner said.
Codding was bom May 17,
1925 in Minnesota to John A.
and Florence (Boden) Codding
and married Alta Marie Baker on
Iune24,1950.
He was a member of the First
Presbyterian Church, where he
was a trustee and deacon,
Exchange Club, Pi Kappa Alpha,
Theta Alpha Phi, Omicron Delta
Kappa, Eagle Scouts, B.C.
Lighting & Sound Co., Progress
Industrial Park. B.C. Falcon
Club, B.C. Town & Gown,

Association of Physical Plant
Administrators and Mid West
APPA.
He is survived by his wife, Alta
Marie; sons J. David (Lisa) and
Charles Lee (lennifer), both of
Bowling Green; daughters
Marsha (Brett) Cuckler of Penn
Hills,
Pa.,
Janet
(Tim)
Hammersmith of Bowling
Green; six grandchildren; one
niece and several nephews.
He was proceeded in death by
a sister, Ann Olson.
Visitation will be Thursday 2-4
and 6-8 p.m. in Dunn Funeral
Home, 408 W Wooster St.
Services will be held 10;30 a.m.
Friday in First Presbyterian
Church with Rev. David Young
officiating. Burial will be in Oak
Grove Cemetery.
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BGSU Circle K OPEN HOUSE
Wednesday Jan. 29, 9:15 P.M. in 206 Union
Contact rpasto@bgnet.bgsu.edu with questions
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With 3-1/2 to 5 hour wcxk shifts and great pay plus excellent
benefits, you can live life more on your terms.

PART-TIME
PACKAGE HANDLERS
Consistent Work Schedules
$8.50/hr. with increases of 50*
alter 90 days & 50« at one year

IMPORTANT INFORMATION FOR ALL
M STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
Applications are now available for Student Budget
Committee (SBC) funding and office/storage
space innle Bowen-Thompson Student Union.

Weekly Paycheck
Excellent Benefits
Weekends & Holidays Off
Paid Vacations
Onsite Classes

419-891-6820
ON CAMPUS
Jan. 29th 10am-2pm
Career Services
Feb. 4th 10am-2pm
Career Services

SBC Funding Timeline:
February 19 & 25 - Help Sessions - Union 207 at 8:00 pm
March 3-7 - SBC Funding Applications will be accepted. No
applications will be accepted after 5:00 pm on March 7, 2003.
March 28-30 - SBC Funding Hearings
For a copy of the new SBC funding forms and the updated funding criteria
and limitations, visit the Office of Campus Involvement website.

Office/Storage Space
What's available?
Every office and workstation in the 410 Student Union Suite
Every cabinet and cupboard in 424 Student Union
Applications are due by 5:00 pm on February 28, 2003.
For a copy of the Office/Storage Space Application, visit the Office of
Campus Involvement website.

Office of Campus Involvement
401 Bowen-Thompson Student Union

419-372-2343
involved6bgnet.bgsu.edu
www.bgsu.edu/office/sa/getininvolved
CWnOSUMim
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INSOMINA HIGHEST AMONG COLLEGE STUDENTS
ATHENS, Ohio - College students who have difficulty
falling asleep are the largest group of the growing community with sleep disorders -- 77 percent -- according
to a national study. The results, the product of the 2(X)2
National Sleep Foundation "Sleep in America Poll,"
show 58 percent of U.S. adults suffer from insomnia.

CAMPUS
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the calendar of events is taken from

8:30 a.m. - 4.30 p.m.
Direct Pressure: A Collective ot
the Print Society of BGSU
Union Galleries
9 a.m. - 3 p.m.
01 Hughley Ticket Raffle
Sponsored by the University
Activities Organization.
Union Lobby
9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
UA0 Poster Sale
Union Multipurpose Room
9 30 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Jehovah's Witnessess Information
Table
Union Lobby

^B

10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
The Contemporary Landscape...
This exhibition will explore several
approaches to the question ot why
the landscape continues to be a
compelling subject in the new mil
lenium. It features work by several
ol the loremost contemporary
landscape painters working today.
Dorothy Uber Bryan Gallery

10 a.m. -4 pm
Warnings: an Exhibit by Lisa Link
Willard Wankelman Gallery

10 a.m. - 4 p.m
Wake Up Little Susie: Pregnancy
and Power before Roe vs. Wade
A three-dimensional mixed-media
collaborative installation by artists
Cathleen Meadows, Kay Obering
and Kathy Hutton on the theme ot
pregnancy and race between 1945
and 1965.
Willard Wankelman Gallery

10 a.m. ? p in
Dance Marathon Catering
Committee Table
Union Lobby

10 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Chinese New Year Celebration
Ticket Sales
Sponsored by the Chinese Students
and Scholar Association
Union Lobby

10 a.m. 4 pm
Love Unlimited Cabaret Ticket
Sales
Sponsored by Delta Sigma Theta
Sorority.

Union lobby
11 am - 2 p.m.
Alpha Omicron Pi Sale
Alpha Omicron Pi will be selling
duffle bags and lollipops to raise
money tor Dance Marathon.
Union Lobby

become debilitating This condition, known as Seasonal Affective
Disorder (SAD) affects over 10 million Amencans, 70-80% ol whom
are women Learn more about SAD
from Dr. Claudia Clark (Counseling
Center).
!he Women's Center. 10/Hanna

Hall
11am 2 p in
Dance Marathon Fundraiser
Alpha Omicron Pi will be selling
duffle bags and lollipops for Dance
M.irathon.
Union Lobby
Noon ■ 4 p in
AN0 Promotion
Aiiiuie in Northwest Ohio will be
promoting their film screenings
Union Lobby
Noon
Brown Bag Lunch: The "Winter
Blues:" Seasonal Affective
Disorder
Many ot us notice tiredness, weight
gain, difficulty getting out ot bed.
and bouts of "the blues" as fall
turns to winter However, some
people experience an exaggerated
form of these symptoms, and their
depression and lack ol energy

1 p.m. - 4 p.m
Phi Delta Theta Recruitment
Union Lobby
1 p in
1 u in
GradSTEP Workshop
for more information, contact
GradSTEP at 372 8621
Union Room 316-Alumni Room
4pm
Career Center's Erecruiting
Workshop
For more information, contact the
Career Center at 372-2356.
Union 20ll\ Sky Bank Meeting
Room

7 p.m - 10 p.m.
College Bowl
Are you quick on the buuer and
have a head for facts? We need
YOU tor College Bowl. We are look-

ing tor a few good players to repre
sent BGSU and the Union in the
Campus Tournament Teams are
composed of four members To
sign up or to receive additional
information, please contact
Program Coordinator, Rosa Hanco
at rhanco@bgnet bgsu edu.
Union Room 314-Buckeye
lelesystem/CPS Meeting Room
7 30 p.m.
UA0 Movie - Godfather Part I
Gish Theatre
8 p.m.
Faculty Artist Series: Aaron
Keaster. Double Bass
Music series featuring College of
Musical Arts Faculty free and
open to the public
Bryan Recital Hall. Moore Musical
Arts Center
9 p.m. - 11 p.m.
Vision RA Safezone Training
Workshop
Student Union Room 201-Sky Bank
Meeting Room
9:15 p.m. - 10 p.m.
Circle K Open House
Union Theater

RIPPLES IXTIMK l.\ WKKKI.Y IIISKHiY SKIIIKS

Catholic schools ban popular dance: 1962
By Debra Beat
REPORTER

On Jan. 26,1962, Bishop Burke
of the Catholic Diocese in Buffalo,
N.Y., banned tin1 iwist dance

from all (is Catholic schools,
Burke considered the dance as
lewd and iin-Christian, accord
ing to Eric Ntizum, author of
"Parental
Advisory:
Music
Censorship in America.

Although Chubby Checker
popularized llie twist, the Rock
and Roll Mall ot lame credits
rhythm and blues artist Hank
Mallard for creating the song.

Bidlard, a previous lord Motor
Co, assembly line worker, first
wTote and recorded The IWIst,"
Affer Billiard Killed to show up for
a performance on Dick (Talk's
"American Bandstand," Checker
was contracted to perform the
song
Under Chedcei s version of the
song, "The Iwist" was the "only
record in rock'n' roll history i<» be

a number one hit on two separate
occasions, according to the
classic Bands Web site Despite
Burkes censorship, the dance
held a universal appeal, as

i athollc President Kennedy was
known to bold twist parlies in the
White House.
On several occasions. Kathryn
Graham,
president
of the
Washington
Post,
attended
Kennedys twist parties. Thenwas ' the big White House twist
party when even the secretary of
defense, to the amazement ofhis
generals, twisted and when the
president himself darned until
4:30 a.m.," she wrote in her biog
laphv "Personal History."
Of the twist parties she attended, Graham said, "Then- was.

indeed, a certain unreality to
these evenings
to be dancing
like that in those historic and elegant rooms."
The practice ol banning
dames dates hack to at least the
17th century and continues
today In the early 1600s
XIII banned theVbltadance Bom
his court "Partners had to hold
each othet in such a close
embrace that many declared it
immoral," reported the Ballroom
I tancesport Studio Web site.
In 2002, high sc hool principals

the nation banned the Cwalk dance, as u glamorized gang
life, according to the Street Gangs
Web site "St hook in ( alii.HUM
Florida, Ohio. Washington. D.C.
ami othet suites have ruled out
grinding 'freaMn' or other sexualI) explicit dance moves."
Throughout rock'n' roll history,
performers have often been censored for dame moves In 1957.
1 d Sullivan's producers decided
ihat then cameras would only
shoot Elvis Presley from the waist
up. as they considered his hip

swinging to be loo suggestive,"
And in 1966, "Police attempted to
shut down ii lames Blown conceit, alleging the singers dancing

is obscene," Nuzum reports.
Considering how dances have
been banned throughout history,
Martha Graham, afamous choreographer from Pittsburgh once
said. '( rnsoiship is the height of
vanity." Burkes ban may have
kept some ("atholic high students
from twisting at school, but it
lacked an effect on lock n' roll
fans of all ages

THE BIGGEST BACK TO SCHOOL

POSTER SALE
WAREHOUSE SALE!
JANUARY 27 thru JANUARY 30
Monday - Wednesday: 9 AM-9 PM
Thursday: 9 AM-3 PM
Fashions from the pages of the
J.Crew Catalog up to 70% OFF!!
Free admission. Open 10 public!

Bowen-Thompson Student Union
Bowling Green State University
Lenhart Grand Ballroom • Room 2002
1001E. Wooster St. • Bowling Green, OH 43403
DIRECTIONS
From 1-7$:
Exit at Wooster St. Head West on Wooster St. loThurslon St. Then head North
on Thurslon St. The Bowen-Thompson Student Union is located on the right.

We accept Visa, Mastercard, American Express,
J.Crew Credit Cards, Cash and Check (with proper ID)
INCLUDES IRREGULARS, DAMAGED & CUSTOMER RETURNS
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OPINION

"I hope he breaks down. I want him to cry.'

Washington Wizards assistant coach PATRICK EWING.on what he expects
when Michael Ionian is introduced for the final lime as a player at the United
Center. (nfw*wrHia)m)

Honesty really is the best policy
Tf you arc like most of the
I country, then you have
JLbeen watching the hit show
"American Idol." And if you
watch the show, then you are
very aware of the show's most
popular judge: Simon Cowell.
Simon is known for bringing
contestants to team with his criticisms, but there is one thing he is
admired for—he is always honest
When a friend tells you that
they like your haircut or sweater,

do you sometimes wonder if
they are being genuine or if
they're just saying that?
For some reason some people
think that they are supposed to
be nice and polite at all costs.
People give false compliments all
the time. Wouldn't it be better if
people only gave compliments
when they meant it, so that
when you receive one you know
that it is real?
If you go shopping with your
girlfriends and your friend wants

to know if an outfit she's trying
on looks good on her — and it
doesn't — tell her. You will have
saved her from public embarrassment.
If a guy wants to know if a girl
likes him — and she doesnl —
(ell him so he doesn't pursue a
girl who's not interested.
We're not saying people
should start being rude and
putting people down. We're just
saying that a lot of times honesty
is the way to go.

In your life, which people's
opinions mean the most to you?
The people who arc honest with
you, right? When you seek the
advice of an honest person, you
know they are telling the truth.
In addition to being honest,
people should not IK- fake or

misleading. If someone 1 i K»—, you
and you don't like them, don't
lead them on. What good docs
that do anybody?
When you begin dating some
one, be honest from the begin-

ning, so your significant other
doesn't have to wait for weeks to
find out that's not the real you.
Sure, in relationships there will
always be secrets, but couples
should be honest about the big
issues.
Eriendslup is based on honesty. Friends tell each other the
truth, even if its sometimes
painful to hear.
If you are in a situation where
you know absolutely no good
will come out of telling the truth.

well, then, use your own judgement. For the most part, though,
honesty really is the way toga
When Simon tells certain contestants that they are awful
singers, he's not being mean. He
is saving a person with no talent
from throwing away his life by
pursuing a dream that will never
come true Remember, though,
that when contestants are talented, he tells them they arc bnlliant. See, honesty can be very
rewarding after all

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR PEOPLE The best sex of your
If you seek the
truth, you will
oppose the war
I am writing in response to
Adam McMahon's article which
he pointed out how he was pretty upset after reading my article
which opposed war with Iraq.
First, Adam said that I "went so
far as to say that President Bush
should be impeached." I'm not
going that far when I suggest this.
If Bush is to decide to attack Iraq
alone, against the decisions of
the United Nations Charter, he
will be violating the UN Charter.
This in turn will be violating our
U.S. Constitution, which states in
Article IV: "This Constitution,
and the Laws of the United States
which shall be made in
Pursuance thereof: and all
Treaties made, or which shall be
made, under the Authority of the
United States, shall be the
supreme law of the Land."
Therefore, Bush will be violating
the supreme law of the land
which is grounds for impeachment.
Also, Adam charged how I was
marching in a protest put on by
the International A.N.S.WE.R.
Coalition which is in support of
socialism and therefore an .mi i
capitalist group. Adam also said
he is not accusing me of communism. Well, I really wouldn't
mind if you did. I am in support
of Socialist Party USA and
aspects of Communist Party
USA. These two panies are in
support of peace, equality, socialistic reform and production for
need, not for greed. Capitalism is
the only reason why Bush is
pushing for war. This war will
benefit the large corporations of
America and will sacrifice lives lo
feed the rich.
Being against Capitalism is
really beside the point though.
People all across the world are
against this war for a variety of
reasons, whether it be
Christianity, pacifism. Socialism,
anti-racism or supporters of
logic.
Adam also brings up the point
that Saddam Hussein and his
regime support terrorism. This is
true, but so do George W Bush
and his regime. The Bush family
and Bin Laden family have
extremely close financial lies. In
fact, the United Stales is the
main financial supporter of the
Taliban. They gave the Taliban a
gift $43 Million in May of 2001 in
the name of the "War on Drugs."

In 1979. Bush received financial
backing of S50.000 for his first
business, Arbusto Fnergy. He
received this from lames Bath
who was a business representative for Salem Bin laden, head of
the wealthy Saudi Arabian family
and brother of Osama Bin laden.
Bush also provided all of the
members of the Bin Laden family living in the United States a
personal jet back to Saudi Arabia
days after Sept. 11 while all of the
planes were grounded and
before questioning. The FB.I. was
furious when he did this. Also,
due to all the deaths from the
"War on Terrorism" and possible
deaths in an upcoming war,
which both are unjustified and
canned out by Bush, Bush supports these two acts of terrorism.
Terrorism is not just something
done by outer nations, but also
something that the United States
carries out itself.
Adam suggested that we all
should be more educated on the
truth. I believe that is what 1 and
others want to seek out. The
Bush Administration has done a
lot of activity behind closed
doors and has done a lot of
shady things since Bush was
"elected" into office. Bush has
been the worst President I have
ever seen and is pushing for a
war which is based on greed,
hate, and evil. Anyone seeking
the truth should oppose this war.
KYLE GEBHART
STUDENT

Iraq is indeed
this country's
business
This letter is in response to
Gina Ceccoli's letter "Hev
America, give peace a little
chance." Gina's letter stated that
America is lo blame for, "sticking
Itheirl nose in business that is
not |theirs|," and the ever
impressive statement," What
would you expect from such an
ignorant and sarcastic country?"
It seems to me that the real
sarcastic master is the author of
the aforesaid letter. I find it very
disheartening when Americans
bash their own country. If Ms
Ceccoli believes America is so
sarcastic and ignorant, then why
doesn't she move to a country
that doesn't offer all the freedoms
and luxuries I'm sure she's benefiting from.
As to the statement made
about America "slicking its nose

where it doesni belong" I believe
ihat when basic human lights
are denied, il is the business of
every person in every country lo
lake action. When unlawful
weapons of mass destruction are
being harvested, it is of course
the business and concern of
Americans, because after all, we
could be the next target. Peace,
and the ideals of lohn Lennon
like Ms. Cxt'coli stated, are something we must strive for, but
turning our heads from danger
and terror would truly 1* the
ignorant thing to do.
LAURA SUTT0N
STUDENT

Love or money?
How about
companionship
1 was very pleased to see that
the question for People on the
Street the other day was "What's
more important, love or money?"
I was also extremely pleased to
see that 75 percent of the ladies
asked responded with love.
However, there is more than just
love or money to make one
happy.
I just recently lost my fiance of
two years. Now, before anyone
gets any wild ideas, it was a
mutual decision. Our relationship had been rocky and we
weren't happy with the way
things were. Does it hurt? Yes Do
I still care about her? Yes. Would I
do anything to have her back?
Damn straight. However, love is
not the only key to happiness. I
feel that companionship is more
of an issue than love.
Don't get me wrong I think
being in love is great and a wonderful thino hue H........ "«• ««~l
companionship lo be in love?
Sometimes it's okay to tell your
friends some things, but other
limes you have something on
your mind and you just don't
want lo tell a friend. You wish
you had someone close to you
that you could tell, like a
girl/boyfriend or a husband/wife.
You want to share your innermost feelings with someone, but
wait; you don't have that level of
companionship with your
friends. 1 miss having that in my
life.
So, love is nice, money is ok.
but companionship is best in my
opinion.

life is still to come

What is the strangest
thing that has ever
shown up in one of
your dreams?

JAMIE JACKSON
SOPHOMORE, MARKETING

"A kangaroo that kept
punching and kicking me.'

CANDACE SAY
SOPHOMORE
ARCHITECTURE

"A bear walked into my
room and started rooting
through my underwear
drawer."

JESS BILDERBACK
SENIOR, MIS

"You...and Morgan
Winget."

okay too though I guess, il
dial's what you're Into; we can
jusi keep making il a lop priority lo spread disease. That's just
Opinion Giltimmu
my opinion though.
1 lere are some more staggering statistics: the survey also
I ley everyone! You'll never
reported that "love and affecguess what I learned in class
tion are the most important
List week. I found out from my
parts of a relationship, accordFnglish class that contrary lo
ing lo 83 percent of women,
popular belief, the best sex
while 60 percent of married
really is m marriage. This is
women say Ihey make love on
according to a survey of 2.000
average nine limes a month." I
British women, which revealed
realize not everyone is like me,
that tWO-thirdS of them believe
bul nine times! C'mon... you
the best sex they've ever had
do the math. Some couples
was within marriage.
certainly know what they're
So what does this mean?
doing. And as for the men and
Nothing really, except the fact
women Ihat aren't married and
that ii could be a good idea lo
wait a little longer... no rushing can count to nine, congratulations. Watch oul for disease.
into anything you know? I he
In addition, the survey
survey, by health magazine,
reported thai the biggest rea"Top Same," added that 82 person for driving down sexual
cent of ihe women jiolled
desire was stress at work. Take
agreed lhat it is possible lo stay
this info however you'd like, but
tnie and faithful forevei
I can relate because after a long
This is good news for all of
day of work and school and
the "old-fashioned" people oul
homework, it seems I'm always
there. This means ihat the train a grumbling mood for the
ditional family system is still
first hour or two after getting
around and is possible lo have.
In an age when il seems thai
home.
half of all marriages end in
I really enjoy the website
divorce, this is really gratifying
with all this information. In a
news. In fact, divorces are so
similar survey lhat is sort of
widespread thai in England
related to the one above, men
they can be ordered over the
were found to equate love with
Internet One man even manhappiness more than women
aged lo order his divorce on
do. There it is, in plain English
Christinas Day. That's a really
for everyone to see. The key to
good Christinas present, don'l
a good, healthy strong relationyou think? Whatever happened
ship is happiness.
to slicking lo someone and just
The survey of 1,000 peoplelearning lo put up with each
found that spending time with
other because you knew it was
family and going on holidays
possible? Taking the good with
were the biggest causes of hapthe bad is just a part of life. I
piness. The survey also found
can't fully understand how
thai spending time with
divorces can be ordered over
friends, sunny weather and ■
ihe Inlemet. but it's legal in
winning or inheriting money
England. Thank goodness for
also made people hanrtv.
the Internet... I guess. I'm kind
being sick or bored caused ihe
this div.nce issue will gel. Will
most sadness,
marriage disappear completeI guess the common sense
ly?! hope not
talc has been true all along If
This "best sex in marriage"
you find someone you think
survey could be bad news for
you can tolerate and put up
others, however, who like to
with for the next eighty years,
(excuse the phrase) hop from
go for it.
one person to the next. That's

COURTNEY ALTENBURG
SENIOR, THEATRE
"I was dancing with a
toadstool in a too-too."

BRENT UMINA
STUDENT

GRETCHEN
ROBERTS
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DEATH PENALTY SPY CASE UNDERWAY IN VIRGINIA
The first spy trial in 50 years that could result in the
death penalty opened Monday with prosecutors portraying a retired Air Force master sergeant as willing to
sell out his country for a price. Brian Patrick Regan is
charged with offering classified information to Iraq,
I jbya and China. If convicted, Regan could become
the first American executed for spying since 1953.

NATION

Budget concerns close Lima prison
By Andy Resn*
THE ASSOCIATE 0 PRESS

COLUMBUS, Ohio—The slate
will close an 88-year-old prison in
northwest Ohio by luly to save
S25 million a year and help balance Ohio's budget, the prisons
director said Tuesday.
Dorms at three other prisons
will reopen to help handle the
1,565 inmates from Lima
Correctional Institution, which
the sta'e says it can no longer
afford to operate because of its
size and age.
It's the second time in about a
year that Ohio has closed a prison
because of budget concerns.
"The budget situation is as bad
as IVe ever seen it. and I've been
working in this department for 30
years," said Reginald Wilkinson,
director of the Ohio Department
of Rehabilitation and Correction.
The department also will offer
800 to 900 workers the option of
early retirement and will freeze
hiring for nonessenti.il jobs until
lune:«). the end of the fiscal year.
Wilkinson said. The freeze would
not apply to corrections officers
and health care workers.

"We're not going to think that
just closing one prison will save
all the money we've been asked to
save," he said.
Gov. BobTaft said in his State of
the State speech last week that at
least one prison and one juvenile
detention center must be closed
to help cut costs. The state must
close a $720 million deficit by
lune 30 and could face a S4 billion
budget hole in the two vearsafter
that.
The governor also proposed
raising the taxes on cigarettes and
alcohol.
Wilkinson said the state would
have had to close two other prisons to equal one as big as lima.
which has 490 employees and an
armual operating budget of S36.3
million. The shutdown will leave
the state with 32 prisons.
Public employees unions,
especially the Ohio Civil Service
l-ntployees Association, argued
that the state should first close its
two privately run prisons.
Workers at the private prisons in
(iralton and Conneaut in northcast Ohio are not represented by

Peter Wray. a spokesman for
OCSEA, said Ohio would have
saved money in unemployment
costs by closing the two private
prisons, which are run by a company rather than the state.
"It would have made economic sense," Wray said. "It's a lack of
politic.il will."
The medium-security Lima
prison was built in 1915 and was
a stale hospital for the criminally
insane before being turned into a
prison in 1982.
Although its operating budget
is $36.3 million, the closing will
save only $25 million, Wilkinson
said.
"We still have to feed and
clothe and house the prisoners,"
he said.
He said the department must
cut $31 million from its budget by
luly. The current budget had been
cut by about $124 million,
Wilkinson said.
lilid off workers at Uma
Correctional will be considered
first for any job openings at other
prisons. Wilkinson said.
Inmates will be sent to 10 other
prisons. The department will
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reopen dorms
at Allen
Correctional Institution at Lima. I IM \ ( OKK, t llnwi INS Nil IK N
Southeastern
Correctional
Institution near Lancaster and
the North Central Correctional
Institution at Marion, said
Andrea Dean, a prisons spokeswoman. Those dorms were
closed in December 2001, along
with the Orient Correctional
Institution near Columbus.
Lima Correctional is among
the top 15 employers in Allen
County, which was hit hard by
layoffs at a tank plant and oil
refinery in the late 1980s and
early 1990s.
Marcel Wagner, president of
the
Allen
Economic
Development Group, said losing
the prison will add to the tough
economic climate.
"We're talking about an impact
of millions and millions of dollars
to the economy," he said.
"It's not just a matter of finding
them a job," Wagner said of the
lirte VTckrey AP PMo
prison workers. "It's finding them
PRISON
CLOSING:
Correctional
officers
from
Lima
Correctional
a job that will allow them to keep
Institution leave work during an afternoon shift change yesterday in
their standard of living."
Lima, Ohio. Yesterday morning the state announced the prison will
be closed later this year.
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Experience the fun that is

After the game, enjoy a free concert at PromoWest in the Arena District!

ALPHA CHI OMEGA

The sisters of AXQ would love to meet you during Open Recruitment!
Wednesday @ 8-9pm and 9-10pm
Thursday @ 8-9pm and 9-10pm

%
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WE LOOK FOWARD TO SEEING YOU THERE!
The AXQ House is healed across from Mac, directly behind the Shuttle Slop.
If you have any Questions, please call Angela @ 214-3442
AXQ AXQ. AXQ. AXQ AXQ AXQ AXQ AXQ AXQ

Join Your Team,
January 30th as they take
on the Nashville Predators.
Receive a $43 ticket for only
$22 and a free Blue Jackets
t-shirt. After the game, join
us for a free concert at
PromoWest Pavilion with
Watershed and
the X-Rated Cowboys.
A $70 value for just $22!

Toorder:call6H-246-PU.CKor
online at www.BlueJackets.com

WATERSHED
AND

X-RATED

COWBOYS
"&U&i

UA0 pnesems

D.L. Hughley
fhuns. Jan. 30rh ar 8 pen
(boons open ai 7pm)

TICKETS STILL AVAILABLE
THIS WEEK
IN THE LOBBY
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ABUSED FORMER ALTAR BOY GETS BIG PAYOUT
DUBLIN, Ireland (AP) —The Roman Catholic Church
offered a high-profile apology Tuesday and more than
$300,000 to a former altar boy sexually abused by a
priest, the biggest individual settlement of its kind in
Ireland. Ireland, a predominantly Catholic nation, has
been rocked for the past decade by scandals involving
cover-ups of sexually abusive priests.

WORLD

Official name of
Mexico may change
By Mark Stevenson
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

MEXICO CITY — "Gel the U.S.
out of Mexico" isn't just a leftist
slogan anymore.
It's a serious proposal by
President Vicente Fox's conservative party — to delete "United
States" from the name of a country where national pride permeates every aspect of society,
including titles.
As it is. few people use Mexico's
official name: United States of
Mexico
(Estados
Unidos
Mexicanos).
And to some Mexicans it's an
unwelcome reminder of the powerful northern neighbor that took
half of Mexico's land in the 184748 war. Indeed, some joke about
the official name, calling it
"United States, Mexico Branch"
— a rueful commentary on what
they consider overbearing U.S.
influence.
The name United States of
Mexico was adopted in 1824. not
in emulation of the United States,
but in hopes of developing a federalist system of government. It
didn't work; power remained centralized in Mexico City
Now the National Action Party,
or PAN, has put forward a proposal in Congress to change the
country's name to simply Mexico.
"This would be a way to identify with our own Mexican nationality, not some other country's,"
said PAN's congressional leader,
Felipe Caideron.
It wouldn't be the first time
Mexico's name has been a politi-

Sharon victorious over Labor
By Grej Myre
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

IF.RUSAI.F.M
—
Prime
Minister Ariel Sharon's Likud
party, which has taken a hard
line in dealing with the
Palestinian uprising, and other
right-wing factions will enjoy a
comfortable majority in Israel's
parliament, accordingtoTV projections. The opposition Labor
party, which proposed restarting peace talks, posted its worstever result.
Likud won 36 seats in the 120member parliament, according
to Israel TV's exit poll. The oncedominant Labor won only 111
seats, and the centrist Shiiuii
Party got 14 seats.
The bloc of right-wing and
religious parties anchored by
Likud would control 70 seats in
the Knesset. Israel's dovish parties, which had led the failed
peace-making effort with the
Palestinians in the 1990s, were
trounced The leftist Mcretz. faction lost half its strength, dropping to five seats
Despite the apparent victorySharon is expected to face difficulties in fonning a stable government from the myriad [Mjlitical and religious factions, especially amid the turmoil of the
Palestinian uprising.
Israel's security forces barred
Palestinians from entering
Israel, and voting was proceeding smoothly as of Tuesday
evening despite Israeli conoem
about possible terror attacks.
In the Palestinian areas, seven
Palestinians were killed. Three
died in a mysterious explosion
in Gaza City house; the army
said the blast was triggered by
militants handling explosives,
while the Palestinians said the
home was hit by an Israeli missile. Four Palestinians were killed
in gun battles with Israeli troops
in the West Bank town of Jenin.

cal issue.
The spelling was changed from
the colonial era "Mejico" after
independence from Spain in 1821
— because the hated Spaniards
preferred the"j" spelling.
Paradoxically, some Mexican
nationalists advocate putting the
"j" back in Texas. The name was
often spelled that way before
1836, when the territory was part
of Mexico. Activists say using
"Tejas" would symbolize the "reMexicanization" of the lx>nc Star
State as the result of increasing
Mexican migration.
Mexicans and Americans don't
agree on several names.
In the United States, the waters
between the Baja California
peninsula and mainland Mexico
are called the Gulf of California. In
Mexico, it's the Sea of Cortes. The
river that separates the two countries is the Rio Grande for
Americans, the Rio Bravo for
Mexicans.
U.S. visitors often insist on
referring to Tijuana as "H" and to
Puerto Penasco, Sonora — a
weekend beach getaway for
Arizona residents — as "Rocky
Point."
For some, getting worked up
over names is silly.
"Most people really don't care,"
said Victor Fspinoza, a political
science professor at Tijuana's
Colegio de la Frontera Norte.
"After all. look what we call the
United States. In Tijuana, we don't
call it America. For us, it's just 'el
otro lado' (the other side)."

SPECIAL RATES FOR
ALL BGSU STAFF
STUDENTr

lefterlsPiuraMsAPPMo
ISRAEL ELECTION: A boy walks on various Israeli political parties' banners, set up as a demonstration against them, in Rabin's Square, in central Tel Aviv, Israel on election day yesterday. The
demonstrators demand the abolition of the Knesset, Israel's parliament.

The vote is Israel's fourth
national election In seven years.
With many Israelis feeling
drained by the 28 months of
lighting with the Palestinians.
the campaign has inspired little
passion, though Sharon and Ins
main rival, labor leader Ainram
Mitzna. have ottered sharply different approaches to the confrontation.
"I hope this will be the last
time we will have elections in the
next (our years," Sharon said as
he cast his ballot at a lemsalem
high school. No Israeli government has served a full four-year
term since 1988. and Sharon's
outgoing coalition survived less
than two years.
Sharon has kept Israeli troops
in Palestinian cities and towns
for months, saying they will
remain until Palestinian attacks
have been stopped and the militants crushed Mitzna champi-

HOUSES AVAILABLE 2003-2004
ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES

Hotel Specials!

720 - 722 EIGHTH - Two 3 BR A-frame units. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars. $550.00 per month paid in 11 payments of
$590.00. Deposit $550.00. Tenants pay utilities. Lease
5/17/03 Noon to 5/8/04 Noon.

Hot Deals in

Quality
Inn
Suites

February & March
University Weekly Rates Starting at
$229.50

412 RIDGE - Three BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
$940.00 per month paid in 11 payments of $992.00. Deposit
$940.00. Tenants pay utilities. Lease 8/21/03 to 8/7/04

Also special rates available for your
guest speakers and recruits.

We offer quality rooms and
the best service in town!

712 FOURTH. Apt. #E - 3 BR, 2 bath apartment, recently
remodeled. Washer, dryer, dishwasher, air conditioning.
Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars. $850.00 per month, deposit
$850.00. Tenants pay all utilities. Lease 5/17/03 Noon to
5/8/04 Noon.

CALL FOR THIS SPECIAL OFFER AND
MENTION AD FOR THE BEST RATES!

LOCATED ACROSS FROM CAMPUS
for reservations call... 352-2521

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling Green, OH

ons a quick withdrawal of Israeli
soldiers and settlers from the
Gaza Strip and much of the West
Rank.
About 4.7 million of Israel's6.6
million residents arc eligible to
vote, with 27 parties competing,
At 8 p.m.. Mo hours before polls
closed, voter turnout was 63.5
percent, the lowest since 1973,
when the Central Election
Committee began keeping statistics. In 1992, voter turnout was
the lowest at 77.4 percent.
"People blame the past two
years — which have beei i two of
the worst in Israel's history—on
Sharon," said Eli Cohen Zedek,
40, a voter in Jerusalem. "But I
think he did better than anyone
else would have done. 1 think
that with the right coalition to
guide him, we will be OK."
Mitzna has rebuffed Sharon's
appeals to bring Labor into
another Ijktid-led government.

"A promise is a promise," Mitzna
said Monday, reaffirming his
pledge not to renew Labor's
alliance with Sharon.
Palestinians had resigned
themselves to a Sharon victory.
"All indications are pointing
toward a worsening situation,
the freezing of the peace process
and military escalations, "said
Palestinian Cabinet minister
Saeb Erekat, after the TV projections were announced.
Palestinian leader Yasser
Arafat said the ballot was an
internal Israeli affair and has not
explicitly endorsed any candidate. But speaking at his headquarters in Ramaliah before the
end of voting, Arafat told The
Associated Press, "I hope they
vote for the peace of the brave,"
the tent) he uses to refer to a
1993 breakthrough peace agreement he signed with then-Labor
leader Yitzhak Rabin.
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Alpha Phi
Invites YOU to Come Join Us for
Open Recruitment!
Meet/Greet the Sisters!!
Wednesdaythe 29th
Open House From:
8-8:45 or9:15-IO
Come and see what Sisterhood is all about!
For Questions, please contact
Dana Orlando or Lindsey Peters
dorland@bgnet.bgsu.edu or lmpeter@bgnet.bgsu.edu

(419) 354-2260 M-F - 8:30 to 5:30, Sat - 8:30 to 5:00

wwwjohnnewloverealestate.com

\isit visit us HI www.bgc|ualltylnu*orB

44> I. Wooster
Bowling Green. OH 43402
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GREENBRIAR, INC.
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$300 Off Deposit

Columbia Court Apartments
(903, 907, 915, 921, 929, 935 Thurstin)
•
•
•
•

3 Bedrooms/2 Baths, furnished - limit 4 people
Apt. 49 - 72 (A/C & fireplace)
Apt. 1 - 48 (A/C only)
Close to campus!

(808 & 818 N. Enterprise / 424 & 451 Frazee Ave)
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• 3 Bedrooms/ 2 Baths, furnished - limit 5 people
•A/C, firepjaces, microwave, dishwasher, garbage disposal
• Close to campus!

Mercer Manor Apartments
• 3 Bedroom/2 full Baths
•A/C, fireplaces, microwaves, dishwasher,
garbage disposals

FALL 2003 APARTMENT
LEASING SPECIAL
Z£S
-^

East Merry Avenue Apartments
(516 & 522 E. Merry Ave.)

Field Manor Apartments

Heinz Apartments

55

(419) 352-0717

SPECIAL

UNITS GOING
FAST!

Check out our website at: www.wcnet.org/--gbrenial

(519 Leroy Ave., 542, & 560 Frazee Ave.)

Frazee Avenue Apartments
(818 Thurstin, 624, & 656 Frazee Ave.)
• 2 Bedrooms/ 2 baths, furnished
• dishwashers/garbage disposals
670 Frazee - COMPLETELY REMODELED FOR
• Completely Remodeled 2 bed, 2 bath, new
kitchens, new carpet, new furniture.
• Call for Details!!
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BRIEFING
Lemieux to miss AllStar game Sunday
PITTSBURGH —NHL
points leader Mario
Lemieux will miss Sunday's
All-Star game because of a
groin injury and won't be
ready to play until at least
next week.
The Pittsburgh Penguins'
star has not played for the
last six games and missed
eight of the past nine. He
was to skip last night's game
against the New York
Islanders and tomorrow's
game against Washington.
"I'd like to thank the fans
for voting me to start in the
All-Star game," Lemieux said
Tuesday. "It's a great honor,
and 1 wish I could be there
for them."
He and Toronto's Mats
Sundin (shoulder injury)
were replaced on the East's
roster last night by Tampa
Bay center Vincent
Lecavalier and Buffalo right
wing Miroslav Satan.
Lecavalier, the No. 1 overall pick in the 1998 draft,
has 21 goals and 25 assists.
It will be his first All-Star
game. Satan has 18 goals
and 27 assists to lead the
Sabres in scoring and is
headed to his second AllStar game.
Lemieux said it was more
important that he concentrate on the team's 30
remaining games and the
playoffs.
"The recovery from this
groin injury has taken a little longer than I'd hoped,"
lemieux said after skating at
the team's practice facility. "I
am making improvement,
but I'm not going to be
ready for game action until
at least next week."
Lemieux has 68 points in
41 games, leading
Vancouver's Markus
Naslund by five points.
The All-Star game is
Sunday in Sunrise, Fla.

Kent State to retire
2002 senior class
KENT, Ohio — Kent State
said yesterday it will retire
the jersey numbers of four
seniors who led the Golden
Flashes on an NCAA tournament run that fell just one
game short of the 2002 Final
Four.
Trevor Huffman (No. 24).
Andrew Mitchell (12),
Demetric Shaw (10) and Eric
Thomas (40) will be honored at halftime of Kent
State's game against Miami
of Ohio on Monday. Their
jerseys will hang from the
rafters of the Memorial
Athletic and Convocation
Center.
The senior quartet led
Kent State to a four-year
record of 100-31, including
Mid-American Conference
records last season of 30 victories, 17 league wins and a
21-game winning streak.

WEDNESDAY
January 29,
2003
www.bgnews.com/sports
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

Netter leads team in win
By Joel Hammond
MANAGING

EDITOR

After two straight tough
losses, Bowling Gteen began
a key stretch last night in
Athens, Ohio against the
Ohio Bobcats.
Another classic game was
added to the rivalry last
night in Athens, as BG
erased another big deficit on
its way to a 66-60 victory at
the Convo. improving their
record to 6-3 in the MidAmerican Conference with
the win.
Ohio led by 12 late in the
second half, but the Falcons
used a 12-0 run to tie the
game at 55 with just three
minutes left. Ol) point guard

Zach Kiekow drove and
kicked the ball to Bobcat
freshman leff Halbert, who
gave the hosts a 58-55 lead
with under a minute to go.
BG's
John
Reimold,
though, hit a three to tie the
game and send the teams to
overtime. Both teams struggled in overtime, and after
the teams traded baskets,
Kevin Netter hit two free
throws to give BG their first
lead since Reimold hit the
opening three of the game.
Netter then dunked and hit
two more free throws to
round out the scoring.
Netter led BG with 23 and
grabbed ten rebounds. Ron
Lewis had 13 points and 11

rebounds. Brandon Hunter
scored 26 points for the
Bobcats, but committed
seven turnovers.
BG head coach Dan
Dakich praised Lewis' work
after the game.
"Ron Lewis' 41 minutes.
13 points and 11 rebounds
with only one turnover was
big." Dakich told play-byplay
announcer
Dave
llorger after the game. "We
put a big emphasis on Ron
before the game, and I've
been really hard on him.
I le's our guy who can put the
ball on the floor and create
MEN'S BASKETBALL PAGE 8

Ben Smnjtr BG News
PUT IT UP: BG forward Ron Lewis puts up a free throw in a win
over Oakland at Anderson Arena.

Hartman sets records
By Zach Baker
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Jeremy Hartman is still
going strong
The sophomore power
lifter who last June traveled to
Killeen Texas for the Teenage
Junior National Power. Lifting
Finals is moving on to new
challenges.
After winning nationals last
year in the teenage division,
he is now competing in the
collegiate division, where his
opponents will range from
ages 20 to 23. Hartman said
this transition is causing him
to be even more dedicated to
power lifting.
"Obviously, I have to do a
lot more training," Hartman
said. "There is a lot more work
put into it, because I expect
this year to be my toughest
year."
I lartman not only won the
Nationals in his division but
also
received
the
"Middleweight National Best
lifter Award."
"Nationals worked out
great, everything is really strict
HARTMAN,PAGE 10

By Doug Ferguson
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Photo Prowled
POWER UP: Sophomore Jeremy Hartman performs a lift at the Teenage Junior Power Lifting finals
last June in Killeen, Texas. Hartman won the National Championship at the event.

Women get ready for Broncos
By Daniel Gedney
SPORTS REPORTER

Bin Smnter BG News
SHOOTING FOR STARS: Guard Lindsay Austin prepares to put up
a shot against Central Michigan in a game at Anderson Arena

Sorenstam
stretches
her limits
in PGA

Head coach Curt Miller and
the BG women's basketball
team are still reeling from a 25point loss to Ball State last week
in Muncie, Ind. Things are not
going to get any easier tonight as
they head to Kalamazoo, Mich,
to take on the Broncos of
Western Michigan.
For the second time in as
many games, the Falcons will be
on the road taking on a team
that is undefeated in conference
play. Miller enjoys playing the
role of underdog in these games.
"I think we've enjoyed being
die underdog all year," Miller
said. "We've actually played a lit de bit looser and with a litde bit
of attitude that we have nothing
to lose because we are the
severe underdogs."
Against Ball State, the Falcons
played a competitive first half,
taking a three-point lead into
the locker room at halftime. The
second half was when the
Cardinals really took it to the
Falcons, outscoring them 41-16
in the final 13:23 to turn a 55-55
tie into a 96-71 Cardinal victory

"Probably what happened
that caused us the big run was
dial we played too long at their
tempo and never could get it
back to where we wanted to
play," Miller said.
Miller hopes to have better
control of the tempo tonight
when they take on the offensively charged Broncos.
"We've talked a lot about trying to keep the game at our
tempo and not get into just a
helter-skelter, fast-paced game,"
Miller said.
The Broncos are coming off a
tough three-point loss to the
number nine team in the
nation, North Carolina. They
played this game without the
services of their star forward,
Kristin Koetsier, who was sidelined with a knee injury that will
more than likely keep her out of
tonight's contest.
Koetsier is second on the
team in scoring, averaging 18.5
points per game, and first in
rebounds with an average of 6.7
rebounds per game.
Miller sees the absence of
Koetsier as a boost to his team's
confidence but knows that the

GET IN ON THE ACTION AT WWW.DGNEWS.COM/SP0RTS

Broncos will still be a formidable opponent.
"I expect this team to still be
playing at a championship
level," Miller said. "I don't expect
their play to suffer, but certainly
it gives you a little bit of an emotional lift when die star player in
the league is not in there. It has
to give all of our kids a litde bit of
a boost in confidence, but it
won't change the fact that they
are very talented."
Picking up the slack in
Koctsier's absence will be guard
Casey Rost, who leads the team
in scoring with 19.6 points per
game, guard Curleta Harris (13.1
points per game), forward Lori
Crisman (9.7 points per game),
and point guard Maria Mian,
who leads the team and the
conference in assists (63 assists
per game) and steals (3.6 steals
per game).
Besides controlling the
tempo, another key to victory
for the Falcons will be kppping
the Broncos away from the foul
line.
"The one thing that Vtestem
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL PAGE II

The idea was to test her considerable skills against the best
men in her sport, the chance of a
lifetime for a woman at the top
of her game.
A public relations gimmick?
Ann Meyers never saw herself
that way.
"I wnuldiii have played if I
didn't dunk 1 could make it,"
Meyers said, reflecting on her
historic NBA tryout in 1979 with
the Indiana Pacers. "That's how
much I believed in myself. It
wasn't to prove a point."
Meyers never played in the
NBA She didn't make it past a
three-day camp for rookies. She
still thinks former Pacers coach
Slick Leonard had made up his
mind about her before she even
stepped onto the court
That's why Meyers doesn't
want Annika Sorenstam to play
a PGA Tour event.
She wants her to play several.
"People are going to judge her
on one week? 1 think it would be
interesting to see what she could
do over an entire season,"
Meyers said.
That's getting ahead of the
game.
Sorenstam, who wins more
often than Tiger Woods, is still
deciding whether to accept any
of the seven offers from PGA
Tour events that poured in after
the 32-year-old Swede said she
would take a sponsor's exemption "in a heartbeat."
"1 would love to play," she said.
"I have nothing to lose. It's a
great challenge."
There are a few catches.
Sorenstam would only consider tournaments where she
has a fighting chance, on courses that put a premium on accuracy over power. She hits the ball
about 265 yards, which would
have ranked her 196th on the
PGA Tour last year.
It can't conflict with any weeks
where she is defending champion — 11 — or the major championships or Solheim Cup.
There goes four months out of
the schedule.
"You get through that and
there not a lot to choose from,"
said Mark Steinberg, her agent at
IMG.
The real problem might be the
public relations battle
"The most difficult thing wasn't playing the game," Meyers
said. "It was all the negativity, so
many people who were against
SORENSTAM PAGE 8
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Sorenstam to be in PGA Tour
SORENSTAM. FROM PAGE 7
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SWINGING AWAY: Annika Sorenstam tees off on the third tee during the final round of the ADT Championship in November

it."
One of the more valid arguments is that if Sorenstam really
wants to measure herself against
the men, why not Monday qualify? That's what 13-year-old
Michelle Wie did in Honolulu,
shooting a 73 to fall six shots
short of getting into the Sony
Open.
One of the weaker arguments
is that Sorenstam would take a
spot away from someone else
more deserving.
Sponsor exemptions were
designed for tournaments to fill
out the field or generate interest
for their community.
Who brings more interest —
Mike Springer or Annika
Sorenstam?
"I have no problem with a
tournament giving her an
exemption," David Duval said.
"They have no obligation to give
those to anyone except the people they see fit."
Another
argument:
If
Sorenstam can play on the PGA
Tour, whv can't men plav on the
LPGA Tour?
Simple.
The PGA Tour is not for men.
It's for the best players, who happen to be men.
"Annika is not going to render
the PGA Tour obsolete," LPGA

Tour commissioner Ty Votaw
said. "There is the potential that
men could do that to the LPGA.
She would be at a disadvantage
against the men, yet she still
wants to do it The only reason
men would want to do it (play
the LPGA) is to take advantage
of a physiological differential."
Duval has competed against
Sorenstam twice in the last two
years, the "Battle at Bighorn" two
years ago and an 18-hole exhibition in Mexico last month.
His impression?
T wish I could hit the ball that
straight," Duval said. "It's
impressive."
What
kind
of scores
Sorenstam might post is anyone's guess.
Power puts her at an extreme
disadvantage, not only off the
tee but coming into the green.
She likely would be hitting 5iron and 7-wood when others
have a 7-iron or an 8-iron in
their hands.
Pins are tucked. Greens are
firmer. Rough is thicker.
"Could she contend? No,
absolutely not," Ian Leggatt of

tHE
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EAST LANSING, Mich. Kelvin Torbert and Alan Anderson
each scored 12 points as Michigan
State snapped its worst slump in
six years with a 61 -54 victory over
No. 19 Indiana on last night.
The Spartans (11-8,3-4 BigTen)
had lost six of eight games, their
worst slump since 1996-97, Tom
Izzo's second season as head
coach.
Aloysius Anagonye added 11
points for Michigan State.

leff Newton scored 15 points,
George Leach had 14 and Tom
Coverdale added 12 for the
Hoosiers (14-5,4-3). who have lost
three of six.
Kyle Homsby's 3-pointer with
1:12 left cut the Hoosiers' deficit to
56-54 and was their first field goal
in seven minutes.
On the next possession,
Michigan State senior Adam
Ballinger — who has been in a
horrible slump—made a3-pointer with 39 seconds left. Anderson
followed with two free throws to

seal the win.
The Hoosiers have lost 10
straight at the Breslin Center.
Bracey Wright, Indiana's leading
scorer at 19.1 points per game,
scored four points on l-of-6
shooting. The freshman guard
had missed the last four games
with a back injury. 1 le had been
the only Hoosier to score in double figures in every game this season.
In the first half, there were seven
lead changes and six ties, including the halftime score of 27-27.

MEN'S BASKETBALL. FROM PAGE 7

baskets."
Dakich also had nothing
but praise of the effort of his
entire squad.
"This win had zero to do
with me," Dakich said. "We
have Eyink and Netter throwing up in buckets, and we
had four doing that during
practice. This group is just
amazing, what they do.
During parts of the game, we
played so tentative and sloppy, and then in the second
half they just do it. Everyone
had a part in it."
According to Dakich, the
key to the win was his team's
defense in the second half.
"The key to the thing was
our defense," he said. "They
got right baskets in 25 minutes in the second half and
overtime. We just scrapped
and clawed there."

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK

Spartans snap slump
By Larry Lage

Canada told The Globe and
Mail. "She doesn't have the
power to play, you know? Power
is what it is out here."
Laura Davies, the biggest hitter in women's golf, believes
Sorenstam would "comfortably"
make the cut and would not be
satisfied unless she had a
chance to win.
But consider the source.
Davies played in something
called the "Super Tour" in 1998,
which was playing on four
courses in four Asian cities. Vijay
Singh won at 19-under 269.
Davies was 20 over par, a mere
39 strokes out of the lead.
Why bother?
Meyers faced the same question nearly 25 years ago.
Whether it's basketball or golf, it
all boils down to the same pursuit
"Why not test your abilities?"
Meyers said. "Any athlete, any
human... you always want tosee
what you can do against tlie
best She's just challenging herself. She wants to know what
she's capable of doing."
It wouldn't hurt to find out.

Defense
the key in
BGwin

Kelly 0'Hara
Senior

lly O'l lara helped the swimming and diving team to a 21 finish over the weekend with two runner-up perforTllances. She also helped the 400-meter freestyle relay to
a second place finish.
The Falcons defeated Louisville and St. Louis and fell to No. 18ranked Notre Dame on Saturday to improve to 5-7 on the season.
O'l lara swam her season-best time in the 500 free with a time
of 5:06.00 for a second place finish behind Louisville's Lauren
Bullock. Her previous time was 5:20.09.
She also finished in second place in the 200 free with a time of
1:55.70.
OTIara, Dana Schultz, Stephanie Buckner and Amy Smith
made up the 400 free relay team which finished in second place
behind None Dame.
O'Hara had knee surgery a while ago, which hurt her swimming times. However, she has overcome that and is now one of
the top swimmers on the team.
Saturday the Falcons will face Miami University and Ohio
University in a dual meet that will put Mid-American Conference
rivals against each other. Miami and Ohio are currently battling
for first and second place in the conference.

The athlete of the week is selected by Tlie BG News sports staff
due to their outstanding accomplishments.
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SALOON,

HIRING ALL POSITIONS
Apply any time!
2411 Tiffin Ave FindlayfOH
(419)429-7884
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WARM UP WITH A (iKIM)IK
A BOWL OF SOUP OR A PASTA DISH
Any thing else is half-baked!
EXPRESSOS - CAPPICCINOS - COFFEE
523 E. Wooster St.

419-353-7770

Catering - Dine-in - Carry out - Delivery - Party Trays ■ ■
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Arbitrator rules
against umpires

Ilgauskas is
an All-Star
By Tom Withers
THE ASSOCIXED PRESS

CLEVEIAND — Zydrunas
Ilgauskas never quit. Not after
breaking his right foot as a
teenager in Lithuania or two
years ago when doctors rebuilt
his left foot.
Ilgauskas thought about retiring. But despite five surgeries,
years of frustration and agonizing
rehab, he refused to give up on
his dream of playing in the NBA.
And yesterday. Cleveland's 7foot-3 center known simply as
"Z" had his persistence rewarded
hy being named an AU-Star.
"It's amazing," Ilgauskas said.
"It's been a long, frustrating road
for me. It's hard to believe what
I've been through and where I've
come from''
The 27-year-old Ilgauskas will
be a reserve for the Kastem
Conference in this year's AU-Star
game on Feb. 9 in Atlanta I le'll lie
the first Cavaliers player to
appear in the game since Shawn
Kemp in 1998, and the 13th clif
ferent Cleveland player.
None has been more deserving.
"Here's a guy who could have
just quit, taken the money and
been on some beach somewhere," Cavs general manager
lim Paxson said. "1 le went to six
doctors and had a surgery that no
one has ever come back from. It's
great."
After playing in 82 games during a promising 1997-98 rookie
season, Ilgauskas had the first of
many setbacks that threatened to
end his career.

The Cavs signed him to a sixyear, $71 million contract extension just before the 1999 season,
which ended for Ilgauskas just
five games in when he broke his
left foot.
The injury didn't heal completely, and Ilgauskas had to sit
out the entire 1999-2000 season.
He then underwent bone graft
surgery on the foot similar to a
procedure he had on his right
foot in 1996.
Ilgauskas' comeback ended
after only 24 games in 2000-01,
succumbing to more pain in his
left foot.
"It became frustrating,"
Ilgauskas said. "I just kept breaking my foot year after year. After a
while, you don't have it in you to
keep trying to come back."
Ilgauskas. though, desperately
wanted to play.
"I took some time off, thought
everything through and decided
to give it another shot," he said.
ilgauskas visited foot specialists around the country before
agreeing to allow Dr. Mark
Myerson of Baltimore's Union
Memorial I (ospital to try a radical
procedure on Feb. 7,2001.
Myerson performed a calcaneal osteotomy on Ilgauskas'
left heel and a first metatarsal
osteotomy.
"From a layman's view, they
rebuilt his foot," said Cavs
strength coach Stan Kellers.
Ilgauskas then began rebuilding his career, never dreaming it
would someday include a trip to
the All-Star game.
"After the surgery, I had small

Apply To Be A

Summer Orientation Leader
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sell-Motivated
Creative
Leadership
Responsible
Team Player
Pride in BGSU

Experience a BiG Leadership Opportunity
To Learn More
Attend an Information Session!
Monday, February 3
7:00-8:00pm
Tuesday, February 4
7:00-8:00pm
Thursday, February 6
7:00-8:00pm
All sessions are held in the
Bowen-Thompson Student Union Room 207
Application* will be available online at:
www.bgju.edu/ottleee/sa/oreg/leaders.html beginning February 1st.
You may also pick up tntormatton at Residence Hall Iront desks or in the
Student Lite oHice m the Bowen-Thompson Student Union Suite 301.
Applications are due no later than 4:00 pm on February 14.
Applications can be submitted online or delivered to BTSU Suite 301.
Orientation A First Yaar Programs
Bovten Thompson Student Union Suite 30t •419.372.9646
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By Ronald Blum
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NEW YORK — A federal
judge tossed out a lawsuit by
baseball umpires, ruling that
disciplining union head lohn
Hirschbeck is not subject to
arbitration.
Hirschbeck was sent a warning letter last May 10 by the
commissioner's office, Baying
that during an April 28 game in
Cincinnati he told plate umpire
Mark Carlson not to issue a
warning to Cincinnati's Gabe
White after a pitch sailed over
the head of San Francisco's
Barry Bonds.
In addition, baseball said it-.
computerized umpire evaluation system showed "a high
percentage of missed calls of
balls arid strikes" by Hirschbeck
in a game on May -I
The
World
Umpires
Association attempted to file a
grievance on May 29. Nine days
later, management told the
union die dispute wasn't subject to arbitration under the
umpires' collective bargaining
agreement and asked for il.iti'-.
Hirschbeck could attend a
hearing before Sandy Aldersc >i i.
executive vice president of
baseball operations in the com
missioner's office.
Management sued on July
18, and U.S. District ludge
lewis A. Kaplan agreed with

Ron StlimneAP Photo

CLEARANCE FOR LANDING: Cleveland Cavaliers center Zydrunas
Ilgauskas puts up a shot in a game against the Atlanta Hawks,
goals," he said. "I just wanted to

with Kellers and assistant coach

get back one day to play and
hopefully get through the season
injury-free. When you get hurt as
many times as I did, and when
you have the procedure that I
had, the All-Star team was the last
thing on my mind."
Ilgauskas sat out the first 17
games last season but returned to
play in 62 — the most since he
was a rookie.
Finally free of crutches,
Ilgauskas spent five days a week
this past summer working out

Ron F.kkcr. He dropped 20
pounds to ease the stress on his
brittle feet and strengthened his
upper body.
Kellers has known Ilgauskas
almost since the day the Cavs
drafted him in 1996. He has
helped "7." during his rehab following each surgery and become
his closest friend — and biggest
fan.
"I think a lot of guys would

Don't Forget It's
Lease Signing
Time At

ILGAUSKAS. PAGE 11
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309 High St. - Two bedroom furnished and
unfurnished apartments with balconies or
patios. FREE GAS HEAT, WATER, & SEWER.
Private parking lot and laundry facilities.
Close to Campus. $525,00 per month for a 12month lease.

"All Day, Everyday"
H

°**S! Men:
11am-1:30am
Tues: 11am-1:30am
Wed: 11am-1:30am
Th-Sat: 11am-3:00am
Sun
11am-1:30am
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520 E Reed St. - Large two bedroom furnished
apartments. Across from campus. Paddle
fans in dining area. FREE WATER & SEWER.
Resident pays electric/heat. Private parking
lot and laundry facilities. $610.00 per month
for a 12-month lease.
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owners, granting (hem a summary judgment in a 14-page
decision issued yesterday.
"As the court concludes that
the May 10,2002, warning letter
constituted discipline for the
purposes of the CBA. and that
the union's complaint concerns
the warning letter, the WUA
may not arbitrate," Kaplan
wrote.
The umpires' labor contract
states disciplinary decisions
shall be made by the commissioner or his staff and are not be
subject to review by an arbitrator.
"The commissioner is
pleased that the court agreed
thai the union's grievance over
the discipline of lohn
Hnschbcck was a matter within the exclusive jurisdiction of
the commissioner's representative and not subject to thirdparty arbitration," management lawyer frank Coonelly
said.
Union lawyer Larry Gibson
said last summer that the dispute wasn't over discipline of
Hirschbeck. but was about
management's reliance on the
Questec computerized evaluation system, which the union
claims is inaccurate.
Gibson, fellow union lawyer
loel Smith and I lirschbeck did
not return telephone messages
seeking comment.
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VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS

footlong
subs

«:s Main
(4l'i| 352-5620
www.newlovereally.comy nrcntals
new lol '"J.icor.net

OTintfjrop terrace
400 E. Napoleon Road
Hours: Monday - Friday 9:00 am - 5:00 pm
(419) 352-9135
winthrop @ dacor. net

1 and 2 bedroom Apartments
for May and August.

only $10.99

Now Leasing
2 bedroom Furnished & Unfurnished
May and August

High Speed Internet
Connection Available
2 Blocks from
c

BGSU

Campus
6 Warner

480 Lehman
354-35,33

j

Ifl1"!1'
VILLAGE
GREEN
APTS.

Free High Speed Internet
coming this summer.
Free shuttle
service to
and from
campus.
2 swimming
pools.

SPORTS
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Success in power lifting doesn't change Hartman
HARTMAN, FROM PAGE 7

out there." Hartman said. "I had a
couple of close calls...everything
has to be perfect. But I hit the lifts
I wanted to, and it went really
well."
But the success last lune didn't make Hartman want to take
it easy. If anything, it only made
him work harder.
The result was more victories
and records.
Hartman's next event was on
August 25th al the 2002 Teenage
National
Bench
Press
Championships in Bedford,
Ohio. Again, he did not disappoint, becoming national
champion at the event and setting a Nation bench press
record in the process.
All of this was followed by the
state championships three
months later, where Hartman

was crowned state champion
and set three new records. A
squat of 600 pounds, a dead lift
of 650 pounds, and a total of the
two, along with his bench, were
all records in the state.
Despite his success, those
around are most impressed
with both his dedication and
his character. Doug Jackson,
head personal trainer at the
Bowling Green Recreational
Center, has helped Hartman in
his workouts. He said that
Hartman is mature for his age,
and has yet to develop a big
head from his accomplishments.
"Jeremy is extremely disciplined with an outstanding
work ethic, especially for his
age," Jackson said. "He also has
good character. There arc a lot
of strong kids out there who are
jerks, but Jeremy carries himself
very well."

Vic Voinovich, owner of Elite
Eitness in Chesterland, Ohio,
was the one who got Hartman
into the sport. He said he has
been surprised at how well
Hartman has done.
"I knew he had a lot of potential in the sport, but it's hard to
put into words how good he is,"
Voinovich said. "He's starting to
see the finish line now, and is
starting to see how good he can
be."
Voinovich also said that
Hartman, who works out in his
gym, has drawn attention from
other power lifters and sets a
good example for them.
"At the last meet, everyone
would stop what they were
doing when he'd lift," Voinovich
said. "At meets now, people look
to him as a role model."
He also gets attention from
other sources. While Hartman
has said he is strongly anti-

drug, Voinovich said that
llarman's amount of success
has caused him to be constantly tested.
"When they call out people to
drug test, he's the first person
they call," Voinovich said. "He's
the last person who would ever
use drugs, but it is hard to
believe he has gotten so strong
in such a short lime. I think he
takes it as a compliment."
Voinovich predicted before
last year's nationals that
Hartman would win, and
Hartman said he expects to win
every time he compeles. While
he said this does add pressure,
it's something he can handle.
"You have to feed off the pressure," Hartman said. "People
will be expecting more out of
me, and I have to prove myself."
That pressure is added to the
pressure of being a full time student. Hartman has six days of

workouts, and like any athlete,
has tried to find a balance
between his workouts and his
school work.
"Obviously, I am here at
school as a student, and that
comes first," Hartman said.
"But no matter what happens,
my workouts always get done."
Hartman's next event will be
in April, when he will travel to
St. Louis to take part in the
Collegiate Nationals.
His
accomplishments have helped
him gain sponsorships that
have lessened the financial burden of traveling to the events.
"I just recently picked up a
sponsor to help me with equipment and things like that,"
Hartman said. "But I still have
to pay for nationals on my
own."
If your organization is interested in sponsoring Hartman.
he can be reached at Jeremy-
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APARTMENTS
FOR RENT
Something For Everyone
Clean - Comfortable
Affordable

7M 51" Sin
2 Bdim I „„,
9 12 Month Run

Shuttle Mop "in pii,|„ll\

Seniors, Crads, Couples
710 7th St
2 !liInn Unfum
Updated Mtchtm *> dMiwaahan

Call 352 3445

Management Inc.
PHOTOBf SCOTT iVHrSrlUAiVDIfVCT

VOU AND THRSS FRI&NDS WILL B£ At THE C5NT6R OF THE ACTION AND SCOR£:
VlP ACCESS tO MtV EVENTS • ROUNDTWP AIRFARE
$800 SPENDING CASH • 4 DAYS/3 NIGHTS IN A LUXURY SUITE

NOW RENTING
FOR 2003/2004
CALL 353-5800 FOR
COMPLETE LISTING
Hill-dale Apt. 1082 Fairvicw,
I & 2 Bdrm Apis.
Dishwashcr-Garbagc Disposal
I 1/2 Baths-Washct/Dryct Hook up
(2 Bdtml

rKfistCA
Management Inc.
BvergrwoApt 215 E. Poc

The more collect calls you make by dialing down the center with 1-800 CALL ATT,
the more chances you have to enter to win a trip to MTV Spring Break 2003!
So break out that bathing suit, that is, if you can still squeeze into it.

m *

Efficicncics/l Bdrms
Laundry on site
DGSU Bus Stop

MaiMgrment Inc.
Htiii/sile Apt., 710 N. fintcrpiisc
I&2 Bdtms
A/C-Dishwasher-Gaihagc Disposal
Washer/Dryer in 2 Bdrm
CLOSE TO CAMPUS

ntTEfcCA

Management Inc.
Blue House, 120 Prospect
2Bdrms H\ & #4
Close to Downtown/Campus

SPRING BREAK03
for Collect calls

Management Inc.

(Jrwnbeaver Apt., 642 S. College;
2 Bdrm Apt
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Management Inc.
Will do :i few semester leases
Spring and/oi l;all
.,1 ".to nil Si.
(Willow House)
Stop by our office at
1045 N. Main Si
» ww.meccabg.com
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BG keeps WMU
from foul line
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL, FROM PAGE 7

has done this year that is a staggering statistic is they've been
able to get to the foul line so
much more than their opponents," Miller said. "We have to
make some shots but we also
have to stay aggressive and try to
get to the foul line and keep them
off the foul line."
Miller will be looking for continued solid play tonight from
Francine Miller, who leads the
team in scoring, rebounding,
steals, and blocked shots,
Lindsay Austin, whose solid
play earned her athlete of the
week honors last week, Kim
Greich, team leader in three

Rnatidaephobia:

point field goals made and free
throw percentage, and Stefanie
Wenzel, who has been solid in
both field goal and three point
field goal shooting. In addition,
he will be looking for a fifth
player to really step up and have
a big night.
"The thing we are looking for
is who is going to be the surprise
every game, who is going to be
the spark off the bench?" Miller
said. "Who is ready to take that
last step and become a fifth
scorer?"
Miller will find out the answer
to that question tonight when
the two teams square off on the
Broncos homecourt. Tipoff is
scheduled for 7 p.m.

have probably walked away and
not gone through another 6-to-8
months of rehab," Kellers said.
"But not 'Z'. He worked as hard if
not harder on this go-round as
any before."

Campus Events

Travel

Personals

EDUCATION ABROAD
DISPLAY TABLE
A representative from the American
Institute lor Foreign Study will be at
a display table on the (irst floor of
the Bowen-Thompson Student Union on Tues.. Feb. 4 from 11:30
a.m.-l:30 p.m. Come learn about
study abroad opportunities in Australia, Austria, China, the Czech Republic. England. France. Ireland, Italy, the Netherlands. Poland, Russia.
South Africa, and Spain.

SPRING BREAK Cancun, Jamaica.
8. Padre & Florida. Free parties,
food & drinks! BEST hotels & LOWEST priceslwww.breakerstravel.com
(800) 575-2026

Bartender trainees needed
$250 a day potential Local
positions 1-600-293-3965 ext 626

The fear that wherever
you are, a duck is
watching!

Lost/Found
FOUND: Book (Journals of C.C.)
in quick clean laundromat

Call 372-7913
Travel

SPRING BREAK!
Panama City Beach
Boardwalk Beach Resort $199.
Includes 7 Nights Hotel,
6 Free Parties'
24 Hrs. Free Drinks!
Cancun & Jamaica!
From $459
www.springbreaktravel.com

1800.678 6386
SPRING BREAK! Cancun. Acapulco, Mazatlan, S. Padre. Jamaica,
Florida, Bahamas. »1 parties with
exclusive appearances by DJ
SKRIBBLE and SHAGGY!! Reliable
air and best hotels. Call 800-7873787 or visit
www.studentexpress com for details

Services Offered

NEWS
Classified Ads
372-6977

Ilgauskas unstoppable
ILGAUSKAS, FROM PAGE 9
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The Cavs have limited
Ilgauskas to 35 minutes per
game, but he has managed to
average 17.9 points, 8.1 rebounds
and nearly two blocks for the
league's worst team.
"He's come full-circle back to
All-Star level." Kellers said. "It's
just unbelievable."
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*1 Spring Break Vacations! Cancun,
Jamaica. Bahamas, Florida. Best
Prices! Space is limited!!!
1-800-234-7007
www.endlesssummertours.com
'"Act Fast' Save SSS Last chance
to book! Special rates for groups of
Q±. www.leisuretours.com
800-838-8203
Celebrity Spring Break brought to
you by StudentCity.com! Book now
& save up to $100 on all International trips. Party like a rock star w/
MAXIM Magazine & Jackass's
Steve-O. Call 1-800-293-1445
for details, email
sales@studentcitv.com. or book
online at www.sti

Campus Events
SPRING BREAK!
Bahamas Party Cruise
DANCE MARATHON
Order Pisanellos Pizza every Thurs.
4-9 p.m. & 20% goes to DM!
Spirit Points Too!
DANCE MARATHON

IK IK IK IK IK IK IK IK IK IK IK ■

$279.
5 days. Includes 10 Free Meals.
Free Parties & Orink Specials!
Incl. Port, Departure, Hotel Tax!
www.spfiogbreaktrayeLcotT
1.800.678.6386

Need a babysitter?
Experienced BGSU student offering
services to local families needing a
reliable babysitter. Avail, weekends.
Call Danielle 353-2278
Think you're pregnant?
Know all the tacts
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

Personals
Educational backpacking trip to
the Navajo Reservation In the
high desert mountains of New
Mexico & Arizona, May 11-May 24,
2003. EARN 3 CREDIT HOURS.
If Interested- there will be a meeting this Thur. Jan. 30 at 7:30pm In
Student Union rm. 316 or call BUI
Thompson at 372-7820 or email him
at wthomp@bgnet.bgsu.edu.
Visit our web sltel
ht1p;/Avww.wcnet.org/-ucf/navtrp.ht

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE:
MEN'S. WOMEN'S & CO-REC
DOUBLES RACQUETBALL

JAN. 29
Pisanello's
You deserve the Best'

352-5166. Ask about our specials
Spring Break Tanning Specials

Semester unlimited $60 2 mo.
unlimited $50. 1 mo. unlimited $30.
Campus Tanning 352-7889

Wanted
1 or 2 roommates needed
Huge house with game room.
$250 per mo. Call 440-935-5230
Subleaser needed ASAP for fully
fum. new apt. Call Dustm or Dave at
353-3892.

Help Wanted
400 counselors/instructors needed!
Coed summer camp in Pocono PA.
Lohikan8004884321ww.lohikan com
Early childhood/elementary ed. major wanted lo help w/home based
activity hr on Wed. mornings. (2-4
yr. olds). More hrs. avail. Have fun 4
gain valuable exp! 419-354-6481
Fast moving, demanding small company, tookmg for talented, creative,
graphic design intern willing to dedicate time and take instruction from
client to create flyers for real estate
related events. Projects are time
sensitive. Paid upon acceptance of
work and on competitive scale. Potential long term. Interested parties
should call immediately for further
details or an interview. Must provide
references and/or portfolio. Call Jill
« 419-537-0090 ext. 2232.
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Come meet the sisters of

Sig^j^ppa
Informal Recruitment
Tuesday, January 28th 8-9 pm, 9-10 pm
Wednesday, January 29th 8-9 pm, 9-10 pm
Thursday, January 30th 8-9 pm, 9-10 pm
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Delta Gamma

t>-

Spring Recruitment
Open House
Tuesday January 28"
8PM -10PM
Wednesday January 29"
8PM - 10PM
Thursday January 30"
7PM - HfM
/m
9PM
Where: AT House

If you have any questions, please cull:
Erica: 214-4008
Krlsttn: 214-5208
- We hope to SUP you there-

Ar + Ar * AT ^Ar VAT VAT * AT
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Location, Location, Location
Find a new home downtown or next door to BGSU

109 N. Main St. #11: One bedroom unfurnished apartment located downtown above Call of Canyon. Resident pays all utilities.
$335.00 per month for a 12 month lease.
114 S. Main St. #3, 7, 9 & 10: One bedroom unfurnised apartments. Located downtown above Wizard Graphics. FREE WATER &
SEWER. Laundry facilities in building. #3 $335.00. #7 $355.00. #9 $385.00. #10 $395.00 per month for a 12 month lease.
114 S. Main St. #12 & 13: One bedroom unfurnished apartments. Located downtown above Wizard Graphics. Resident pays all
utilities. #12 440.00. #13 $395.00 per month for a 12 month lease.
117 N. Main St. #2, 4, 5, 6 & 8: One bedroom unfurnished apartments located downtown. Are all different. Resident pays utilities.
#2 $375.00. #4 $385.00. #5 345.00. #6 $350.00. #8 #300.00 per month for a 12 month lease.
315 1/2 S. Main St.: Two bedroom unfurnished upper apartment. Wood deck. Gas heat. Residents pays all utilities. $485.00 per
month for a 12 month lease.

'Alt entkta 8-tO ph

507 & 525 E. Merry St: Large two bedroom furnished apartments. Across from Campus. FREE WATER & SEWER.
Residents pay electric/heal. Laundry facilities in the buildings. $610.00 per month for a 12 month lease.

Kappa Vttta 4/otet
hcattd acfooo jfak

332 S. Main St.
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NEWIPVE
Rentals

(419)352-5620

www.fiewloverealty.com/nrentiiIs
newfol@diicor.net
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Co-Rcc W.illyb.ill entries
due Feb. 5

Men's. Women's & Co-Rcc
Dbls. Racquetball entries
due Jan. 29.

FITWELL CENTER

W^A
\

Spring 1003 Hours

E

Monday-Wednesday:
I llO-S:30pm

Men's & Women's Swim
Meet entries due Feb. 6

THunmr
1:00-5:50pm

Men's, Women's & Co-Rec
Curling entries due Feb. 4 t^;

nrncu

Cat) 1-1091 for

lUlu ar* du« by 3:OOpm In Room MoldM
Parry FMtd Home. H sont OcctroMcaay, entries or* duo

OUTDOOR PROGRAMS

/iffJKITMAT^
OVER SPRING

Ski Snowboard Trip
Boston Mills & Brandywine Ski
\^
Resorts
<- ^'- Saturday. February 21 from
6:30am-7:30pm
Skill Level Exertion: Beginner Moderate
COSt: S6S-S80 (depending on ski
snowboard rental)
Cost Includes: Transportation, lift ticket
and rental (il necessary)
Participant Mm Max: 16 18
Registration Deadline: Wed, Feb. 19

Help Wanted

BARTENDERS NEEDED"! No
exp necessary1 Earn up lo $300 a
day 1-866-291-1884 ext U1132
Fraternities' Sororities
Clubs ' Student Groups
Earn $1,000-$2.000 this semester
with a proven CampusFundraiser
3 hour fund raising event
Our programs make
fund raising easy with no risks.
Fund raising dates are tilling
quickly so get with the program!
It works.
Contact CampusFundraiser at (888)
923-3238 or visit

Local screen printer looking tor parttimer in pre-press Computer
graphics skills necessary- printing
knowledge a bonus Use Mac/PC
Weekdays, hrs flexible Contact
Cynthia 419-354-8717
Office cleaning. 5 hrs. per wk.
Mon-Fn Own transportation
required Call 352-5822
PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN! SAVE
MONEY! Spons camp in Maine
Coaches needed. Tennis. Basketball. Baseball. Water-Sports. Rock
Climbing.
Biking.
Golf.
Archery.
Hockey & more Work Outdoors.
Have a great summer. Call Free
(8881-844-8080 or
Apply Online www.campcedar.com
SUMMER INTERNSHIPS
Summer management internships
Build resume & management skills
$400/wk salary plus performance
bonuses 1 -800-405-6227 or email
at internshtps2003@aol.com
Want men willing to learn & work on
wood floors including gym floors
Starting when school is out for the
summer until the middle of Aug
Work consists ol operating equipment including floor buffers & floor
sanding machines Also measuring,
laying out & painting game lines &
art work & applying gym door finish
We will thoroughly train you in all

Kyokushln Karate
SRC Done* Room
January 27-AprH 13
Sundays. Monday? and
Wodnoidoyi
7-»pm. Bopnnor
•-9pm: mtarmodtaca

March SMarch 16

Cost
MemEers: SIS
Mow members: $45

$165 for
students

Participant Limit:
10 per class

Call 2.2790

Help Wanted

For Rent

Spring/summer job available Press
Box Supervisor tor BO
Youth
Baseball League
Call 353-2918
(night time only) lo set up an interview and receive more mlo This is
by tar the BEST Summer Job in
B G Ask (or Tim
Weekend babysitter needed,
about 5-7 hours each day
Please call 419-494-1246

"Only 3 Lg houses left. Next to
campus, s.y. or 12 mo. lease 303 E.
Merry IB students. 916 3rd. St./B students, new carpet, 211 E. Reed A.
B/4, 5 or 6 Call 9am-9pm 353-0325
03-04 Houses & Apartments
616 Second St. - 800 Third St
3 blocks off campus Call 354-9740.

$500 Police Impounds!
Cars/trucks/SUV s from $500
Hondas. Chevys & more1 For listings
call 800-719-3001 ext 4558
1991 Honda Civic 4Dr Auto, 118K
Great Cond $2595 00 Call for
more into- Autoville 419-353-8810
1992 Subaru Wgn 83K Auto.
Full Power. Great Cond $2995.00.
Autoville 419-353-8810
2000 Chevy Cavalier 2Dr. Sport
Auto. AC. CD. only 37K $6995.00.
Autoville 419-353-8810
'93 Oldsmobile Achieva with blown
headgasket. new brakes Good car
for parts $750 or 080 Call
440-258-1881 or 419-214-3252
'96 Ford Contour 4 dr. loaded, 5 sp.
man, power leather seats, moon
roof, premier sound w/xeyless entry
S alarm $3800 OBO 419-297-2062
Bed brand new Queen size pillow
top set. full warranty Will sacrifice
$179 can deliver Call 419-392-7465

For Rent
"03-04 Apts for rent Going fast, all
next to campus & in quiet areas for
study Listings avail 24/7 316 E
Merry »3.353-0325 9am-9pm
"Large 1 bdrm apartment New carpet, next to campus, available now.
Call 353-0325 9am-9pm

phases of the work. Job pays $8/hr.
You can expect between 40 50hrs/wk Hrs can be flexible Must
be punctual & reliable & willing to
accept responsibility Please contact
Bob Koch 419-385-5814 or tax
resume to 419-385-6483

ACROSS
1
8
15
16
17
18
19
20
22
23
25
26
27
28
29
30
32
33
35
38

Tiered bric-a-brac shelves
Render unnecessary
Session musicians
Walter of 'The Westerner"
Mike or Helmut
Engaging in merry pranks
Scrimp "The Lord of the Rings."
eg
Deface
Dweeb
Serving perfectly
Palm starch
Aigonquian language
Party faction
Gluts
Putting to the test
Deceivers
Elongated, scaleless
marine fish
Powerful
Countrified

125CrimSt 3 Bdrm house
1/2 block from campus Avail Aug
353-3855
2 bdrm. furn. apt. No smoking, no
pets. Close to campus Inclu util.
Call Tim at 353-5074.

For Sale

3 bdrm. house. 2 bdrm. house,
2 bdrm apt, 3 bdrm. apt. &
efficiency apt All in excellent
condition 11 1/2 mo/leases.
Avail. Aug. 15.
Close to University.
Call 419-686-4651
424 E Wooster St 3 bdrm house
Avail 5/15/03 $800 mo util inc
352-5882.
Apartments - All Sizes May & Aug
Reduced rent Jan. thru June 2003
419-353-8206 Fite Rental Mgmt.
Avail Feb1. 2003 4 bdrm house
completely remodeled 2 bdrm apt
furnished Both close to BGSU
Call 419-686-4651

Management Inc.
For Rent
Homes & Apts for 03-04 school yr.
1-3 person-12 mo. leases only.
Smith Apt Rentals 419-352-8917
Listing at 532 Manville Ave Office
Houses 1. 2 & 3 bdrm apts within
2 blocks of campus lor 03-04
school year Call 352-7454
Only 3 left for 03-04 3,4 possible 7
bdrm houses. Very nice. lg. rms.
bsmnt. w/d, dishw. garb disp.. a/c.
gas May-May lease. 353-2382.
Parking spaces tor rent across from
Otfenhauer. Call St Thomas More
Univ. Parish, 419-352-7555
Subleaser needed ASAP.
S200/month plus utilities
Call 419-373-9852

Avail now Efficiency 1 lg rm with
private bath Unfurn Grad student
preferred 352-5822

Subleasers needed ASAP
3 Bdrm house $740/mo + utilities
Call 353-4898

BG Apts -818*22 2nd St
2 BR Apts avail May or August
$500 & gas/elec 12 mo lease
Smith Apt Rentals 419-352-8917

Sublsr needed for Aug-Aug 03-04
Male or female. Willing to pay first
month's rent Has W/D! $315/mo
Call Lam at 352-5469.

Female subleaser thru Aug.
$250/mo. + util. Own bdrm. & bthrm.
308-3530. ask for Tonya.

^URAKU^
JAPANESE RESTAURANT
1616 E Woosier Street
Bowling Green, OH 43402
(Located in Greenwood Centre)

10%
student
discount
one coupon per person

SELL TRIPS ON CAMPUS,
EARN CASH, GO FREEH

Sublsr needed 1 bdrm apt 215 E
PoeRd Apt #7 Call Mecca 419353-5800 or 419-575-1120 after 5

it.il/ tiUf-ie*.
JAck* K+X* tit
wte-Lt i<.il/if*g!

Highland
Management
130 E. Washington St., BG

(419)354-6036
9 AM - 5PM
1" month 1/2 off!
Low Security Deposits!
(tor Highland & Jay-Mar only)
The Highlands- Senior/Grad

Follow the
Crowd To

Spacious Living
Awesome Locations
Exceptional Amenities
NOVUASMG
FOR 200*• 2004

PREFERRED
PROPERTIES CO.
See Preferred For

1 & 2 Bedrooms • Efficiencies • Small Building •
Twinplexes • 2. 3 & 5 Bedroom Houses
Fox Run • Haven House Manor • Piedmont
Birchwood Place • Mini Mall • Small Buildings
Frontier Housing • Houses

PREFERRED PROPERTIES Co.

m.

530 Maple • 352-9378
Mon.-Fri 8-12,1-4:30
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(419)353-5800
Wednesday is terrific!

THE
TANNING
CENTER
LOCATIONS

The Wash House
248 N. MAIN
(419)354-1559
10 b*ds/2 booth
SoulhSide Laundromat
993 S. MAIN
1419)353-8826
i beds/1 booth
The Heat
904 E. WOOSTER

Monthly Bed Package
$30

(419)352-3588
5 beds
Above Dairy Queen
434 E. WOOSTLR
(419)353-2844
4 beds/4 booths

Serving BG since 1980

You Can Afford!
I4B in MAHVIII F - One BR. upper duplex. Limit 2 people
5473.00 per month, deposit $440.00 Tenants pay utilities Available

5/17/03 to 5/8/04.
I.sni/ZMANVIIJ.R- One BR. upper duplex Limit 2 people.
SI73.0O per month, deposit 1440 00 Tenants pay utilities Available
VI7/03 lo 5*04.
■it7 1- RF.rn At Thursiln One.Bedrcom. 1 Bath Furnished. Or
Unfurnished
School Year Two Person Rate 1540.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $450.00
451 THURSTIN - Across From ORenkner Furnished Erlklencles
with full baths Assigned Parking.
School Year One Person Only $395.00
One Year ■ One Person Only - $355.00
521 F. MFRRY Close to OtTenhauer Two Bedrooms. Furnished
School Year Two Person Rale $685 00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $570.00

505 riXlllf.H STKF.ET Campus Minor Behind KJnko's Two

dinner meal

(419,-352-7070
•Free Delivery

1.800.648.4849
www.ststravel.com

i+ mi.tu

Mon.-Thurs.
Bring Student I.D.

48
49
51
52
54
56
57
58
59

Harass relentlessly
Electrical cable
Principal church area
Charitable donation
Trite
Olympic diving champ
Louganis
Pirate's drink
Mixes
Bikini part
Tenant larmer
Winter craft
Devour with greed
Golfer Curtis
Teased
Sleeping sickness
carriers

Pope's emissaries
Wished for
Self-indulgent spree
Type of loamy
fertilizer
Withered
Turf
Belfry occupant
perhaps

Starting in NOVEMBER

2 houses for rent close to campus.
239 Manville & 835 5th St
May leases, no pets
Call Frobose Rentals 419-352-9392
3 Bdrm house 236 Troup St
Avail 03-04 school yr. $1000/mo +
util 12 mo lease 419-308-1405

42
43
44
45
46
47

Intrinsic nature
Hearts and watches
Clings
Highly valued person
Radiate
Sketching once again
Alluring
Rectangular
Fort
NC
Selfsame
Squid's defense
Liven up
Woodland songbird
41
Occupy completely
43
Tarrying
46
Church leaders
49
Young tree
Tallow base
50
53
* Cassius has a
lean and hungry look" 55
Reverses an option
Advocate of country life
Hone
Part ol TNT
Search thoroughly
Old-fashioned copies
Middle of the road

Will begin renting lor 2003/2004

mmpsssst-i

CMCUA * ACAPBLC0
JAMAICA * BAHAMAS
FLOBIOA

32
34
35
36
37
39
40

—-—■—
Management
in

Housing, 1 Bdrm. spacious.
large closets all new windows, carpet, some w/new kitchens A baths
Starts $395. 12 mo lease
Jay-Mar Apts.- Senior/Grad
Housing, 2 Bdrm. spacious, new
windows, doors, kitchens (dishwasher & range), oaths
Starts $550. 12 mo lease
The Homestead- Grad
Housing, A/C. great location,
ceramic tile, soundproof cons ,
dishwashers sky tights, vaulted
ceilings Starts $510/month

Bedroom Furnished. One Bath Plus Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rale $620.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $520.00
■ IS SRrfWm Two Bedroom Furnished. One Bath
Srhool Year - Two Person Rate - $62000
One Year - Two Person Rale - $520.00
701 FOURTH Two Bedroom Furnished. One Bath Plus Vanity
School Year - Two Person Rate $620.00
One Year Two Person Rate $520 00
835 FOURTH - Two Bedroom. I 1/2 Baths.
Scliool Year nro Person Rate - $580.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $480.00

810 FIFTH ■ Two Bedroom. I 1/2 Baths

School Year Two Person Rate - $570.00
One Year - Two Person Rale - $470 00

649 SIXTH Two Bedroom. One Bath Plus Vanity.

School Year Two Person Rate ■ $560 00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $460.00
HQ2 SIXTH . Two Bedroom. One Bath Plus Vanity Dishwasher.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $610.00
One Year two Person Rate - $510.00
840 850 SIXTH - Rock Ledge Manor. Two Bedroom. Two Baths.
Dishwashers. Exira Storage Area.
School Year - Two Person Rale - $640.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $530 00
KI8SFVF.NTH Two Bedroom. One BaUi Plus Vanity.
School Year • Two Person Rate • $545.00
One Year Two Person Rale $450.00
WE HAVE MANY OTHER ONE AND TWO BEDROOM BUILDINGS STOP
IN THE OFFICE FOR A BROCHURE
WE ALLOW PETS IN SELECTED BUILDINGS WITH A S22S.00 NON
REFUNDABLE PET DEPOSIT.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling Green, OH

We II take care of you. Best

Located Across From Taco Bell.

price, well-maintained, privacy

RENTAL OFFICE (419) 354-2260.

& dead bolt security, large
apts . 24-hr. maintenance. On
site laundry.
vnvw.bghlghlandmgmt.com
hlghlandOwcnet.org

Hours - Monday to Friday 8:30 to 5:30.
Saturday - 8:30 to 5:00.
www.johnnewloverealestate.coni

